Requested Budget
FY 2022-23

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Mayor Ted Wheeler
Commissioner Mingus Mapps
Commissioner Carmen Rubio
Commissioner Dan Ryan
Auditor Mary Hull Caballero

CC:

Director Kinard, Jane Marie Ford – City Budget Office

From: Commissioner Jo Ann Hardesty
RE:

Office of Community and Civic Life FY 2022‐23 Requested Budget

Date: January 26, 2022
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Colleagues,
I respectfully submit the Office of Community and Civic Life’s FY 2022‐23 Requested Budget for
your consideration.
The bureau’s budget reflects its continuing evolution and efforts to transform itself into a 21st
century bureau capable of serving an increasingly diverse population in a rapidly urbanizing
region. It also reflects the City’s values of anti‐racism, equity, fiscal responsibility, transparency,
communication and collaboration, and the prioritization of investments in Black, Indigenous
and communities of color as part of its COVID‐19 response.
The submission includes:
 Request for $500,000 from one‐time Recreation Cannabis Tax Fund for Cannabis
Emergency Relief Funds for relief to cannabis businesses suffering from COVID related
losses during the pandemic.
 Request for $250,000 from one‐time General Funds to continue Neighborhood
Coalition Office small grants to community groups for an additional year.
 Request for $123,336 from one‐time General Funds for the 7 Neighborhood Coalitions
to continue the add back from FY 2021‐22 for an additional year.
 Request $20,777 from one‐time General Funds for Immigrant & Refugee program’s
annual Welcoming Week event.



Request to carryover $1,139,072 from one‐time General Funds appropriated in FY
2021‐22’s budget process to the Graffiti program.

The proposed budget adds up to more than the sum of its parts, and that broader story is
reflected in the narrative overview. That narrative includes an overview of the bureau,
strategic direction, and summary of budget decisions.
Please contact Michael Montoya, Interim Director (503‐865‐6104); Icie Ta, Business Operations
Supervisor (503‐865‐6501); or Michael Kersting, Financial Analyst II (503‐823‐6794) if you have
questions or require additional information about this proposed budget.
Thank you,

Commissioner Jo Ann Hardesty
CC: Office of Community & Civic Life

FY 2022-23
Bureau Advisory
Committee Summary

Overview
The Mayor’s budget guidance for FY 2022-23 indicated there would be no “across-the-board”
cuts as part of the FY 2022-2023 budget guidance but did give strategy moving into the coming
years. From Mayor Wheeler’s budget guidance memo: “However, the five-year financial
forecast indicates we will need to prepare for cuts to ongoing general fund resources to create
a 5-10% cost savings in the FY 2023-24 budget. As we work to uphold our core value of fiscal
responsibility, I am asking all bureaus to begin reassessing their organizational structure and
existing programs to identify potential areas for reallocation of resources to prepare for better
alignment with current city priorities.”
Two BAC committee members were added in fiscal year 2021-22, to represent the Multnomah
Youth Commission member that departed last year as well as the non-represented staff
member from Civic Life. There were two resignations, the aforementioned Multnomah Youth
Commission member and the non-represented member from the Office of Community and
Civic Life.

Aligned with the Mayor’s budget guidance, the bureau requested advisement from the BAC on
investments that better exemplify the City’s and bureau’s anti-racism and equity goals, and that
position the bureau to meet its long-term strategic goals.
A summary of each meeting is provided below. The meetings proceeded, in general, from:
•
•
•
•

Providing required trainings for all volunteers serving in public official roles through
their service on the BAC
Providing and discussing background and historical context shaping City and
bureau functioning
Providing information on budget process, bureau expense and programs to inform BAC
discussions
Providing and discussing proposed changes against the backdrop of City and bureau
goals and values

While the budget will be submitted on January 19th, 2022, the BAC will continue to meet
through spring to provide continued opportunity for more in-depth understanding of each
program and bureau functioning. This will set the committee and the bureau up for continued
success in successive years.

Attendance
Bureau Advisory Committee (BAC) Members
*Alpha by first name
Christina Wienholz, Daniel Nunez-Franco, Jose Gomez, Josee Kangabe, Katherine Couch
(resigned), Kimberléa Ruffu, Leina Gonzalez-Baird, Meron Semere (resigned), Manijeh
Mehrnoosh, Meikelo Cabbage, Stanley Penkin
Civic Life Staff, alpha by first name
Andrea Marquez, Youth Development Coordinator
Daniel McArdle-Jaimes, Public Information Officer
Dasheeda Dawson, Cannabis Program Supervisor
Icie Ta, Business Operations Supervisor
Kareen Perkins, Livability Program Manager
Michael Kersting, Finance Analyst
Michael Montoya, Bureau Director

Pollyanne Birge, Executive Assistant
Shuk Arifdjanov, District Coalition and Diversity Civic Leadership Program Supervisor
Touk Keo, Adaptive Integration Supervisor
Other City Staff:
Jane Marie Ford, City Budget Office
Kristin Johnson, Office of Commissioner Hardesty
Spanish Language Interpreters: AlmaLuna Principal, Jessica Dover
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Location and Times
Meetings took place on the Zoom virtual platform. Generally, the meetings were held 5:30pm7pm with an occasional meeting that went beyond 7pm.
Documents and Public Availability
Agendas for the BAC were sent the week prior to the BAC and were made available to the
public through being posted online.
Accessibility & Interpretation
A Spanish language simultaneous interpretation was provided at each meeting so that all
members could understand each other without the need to pause the meeting for translations
to take place and keep the flow of the conversations going.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Meeting Summaries
October 19, 2021 – Provided opportunity for Public Comment. Civic Life staff provided an
overview of the BAC Roles & Responsibilities, and a refresher on the trainings that are required
of member. Civic Life staff went over Conflicts of Interest statements and requested members
provide new ones for this fiscal year. Civic Life staff reviewed the City of Portland 6 Core
Values from the 2020 Juneteenth Ordinance: Anti-Racism, Equity, Transparency,
Communication, Collaboration, & Fiscal Responsibility . Interim Director Montoya presented
on the strategy for the coming year, including a general description of the strategic planning
that will be initiated in 2022 through (potentially) 2024. Executive Director Winta Yohannes
from Albina Vision Trust presented on the history of inequitable and racist housing policies that
have impacted Black, Indigenous and communities of color in the Albina area. Director Winta
Yohannes also spoke to the strategic planning that Albina Vision Trust in embarking on the
redevelopment of the Albina and Rose Quarter area.

November 16, 2021 – Provided opportunity for Public Comment. Office of Management and
Finance, City Budget Office staff provided an overview of the Portland City budget cycle process
including the timeline starting from the Mayor’s guidance and moving into the burea’s
proposed budget, the Mayor’s proposed budget and the confirmation from City
Commissioners. Interim Director Montoya and Civic Life’s financial analyst facilitated a
discussion on a comparison of the last three years of base funding of the bureau. Interim
Director Montoya laid out the major issues and goals for the upcoming year(s), focusing on:
recovery, reset and realignment with the efforts of the upcoming strategic planning.
December 14, 2021 – Provided opportunity for Public Comment. Discussed the scope of the
different departments that make up the Office of Community and Civic Life: Advisory Bodies
program, Cannabis, Communication, Community Safety, Disability program, Graffiti, Immigrant
and Refugee program, Liquor program, Neighborhood Service program, Noise program as well
as the grant opportunities in Neighborhood Services and Cannabis. BAC members asked indepth questions regarding staffing, metrics, and Neighborhood Associations. The Director of
Civic Life framed the conversation around how best to align the bureau’s efforts for a
constituency of 2035, and discussed the upcoming strategic reset effort happening in the new
year working with consultant firms for both an internal and external component.
January 4, 2022 – Provided opportunity for Public Comment. City Budget Office staff went over
the Mayor’s Guidance for this fiscal year, that it was stabilizing year, with no overall cuts and
there would be opportunities for bureaus to ask for additional one-time funding. The Mayor’s
budget priorities focused on: existing resources toward Portlanders most affected by the public
health or economic crisis, continue and expand cross-jurisdictional and cross-sector
partnerships, use data and evidence to minimize impacts to core services and
vulnerable community members.
Civic Life staff discussed possible one-time ask for the upcoming fiscal year including a $316,000
ask for Neighborhood Services ($250,000 add-back for the small grants program and $66,000
for base budget increases), as well as $28,000 to support the Immigrant and Refugee
“Welcoming Week” program. BAC members discussed how funding was currently being
allocated and how shifting dollars across programs might achieve more equitable goals by
answering these questions: How would YOU advise the bureau and the City to prepare for
2035? What reductions would you consider? What increases would you advise?
BAC members expressed their interest in making fewer reductions in areas that are most
aligned with the City’s Core Values of anti-racism and equity, including Multnomah Youth
Commission, the Disability Program and the Immigrant and Refugee program.
January 11, 2022 – Provided opportunity for Public Comment. Civic Life staff facilitated a
review of the one-time asks, while attempting to fulfill the City’s Core Values, ie. Anti-Racism,
Equity, Transparency, Collaboration, Communication and Fiscal Responsibility. Civic Life
facilitated discussion of the summary of proposed budget decisions for the bureau, including a

“hold-steady” year with two additional one-time asks for Neighborhood Services for small
grants and the Immigrant and Refugee program to support the “Welcoming Week”
event. Discussion on how Neighborhood Services could shift focus to support the most
impacted communities, including immigrant and refugee families and the disability community.
Several BAC members expressed long term support for a shift or reallocation of funds to focus
on the most underserved and vulnerable programs such as the Immigrant and Refugee services,
Youth programming and services for the Disabled community, particularly if there is a complete
budget (no cuts) in the future.
BAC ATTENDEE ROSTER FY 22-23
MEMBER

DECLARED CONFLICTS
OF INTEREST

Leina GonzalezBaird

19-Oct2021

16-Nov- 14-Dec2020
2020

4-Jan
2021

11Jan 2021

City of Portland
X
employee in the Office
of Open and
Accountable Elections;
City of Portland
Emergency Command
Center, Joint Volunteer
Information Center
Unit. Additionally, family
member employed by
the City of Portland,
Bureau of
Environmental
Services.

X

X

X

(excused)

Meikelo Cabbage

Member, Multnomah
Youth Commission

X

X

X

Katherine Couch

Civic Life nonrepresented staff
member (Noise
Program)

X

(resigned) (resigned) (resigned) (resigned)

Daniel NunezFranco

Civic Life represented X
staff (Community Safety
Program)

X

X

X

X

Jose Gomez

MYPE Business Advisor X
at HACIENDA CDC

X

X

X

X

Josee Kangabe

Civic Life nonn/a
represented staff
member (East Portland
Coalition Office)

Manijeh Mehrnoosh Board Member, Unite
Oregon

X

n/a

n/a

n/a

X

X

X

X

X

Stan Penkin

President, Pearl District X
Neighborhood
Association

(excused) X

X

X

Kimberlea Ruffu

Brooklyn Action Corps
(neighborhood
association)

X

X

X

X

(excused) X

X

X

X

Christina Weinholz City of Portland
X
employee: Information
and Referral/311, Office
of Management and
Finance

Office of Community and Civic Life

Office of Community and Civic Life
Office of Community and Civic Life 0.3%

City Budget 99.7%
Youth Outreach 1.6%
Adapt to Impact 4.8%
Noise Control 4.5%
Administration and Support 5.7%
New Portlanders Program 1.5%
Cannabis 18.9%

Neighborhood Outreach and Support 19.0%
Neighborhood Mediation 1.5%

Communications 1.9%

Liquor License Notification 2.5%

Community-Led Budgeting 11.8%

Graffiti Reduction 11.1%

Crime Prevention 9.6%

Diversity Civic Leaders 5.6%

Bureau Overview

Requirements
Operating
Capital
Total
Authorized Positions
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Revised
FY 2021-22
$24,070,870

Requested
Total
FY 2022-23
$17,285,134

Change from
Prior Year
$(6,785,736)

Percent
Change
(28)%

$24,070,870
56.60

$17,285,134
56.60

$(6,785,736)
—

(28)%
—%
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Office of Community and Civic Life

Civic Life Organization Chart
DŝĐŚĂĞůDŽŶƚŽǇĂ
/ŶƚĞƌŝŵBureau Director

Community & Neighborhood
Involvement Center

Administration

Neighborhood
Livability

Community Safety

Adapt to Impact
Advisory Boards
and Commissions
Disability

Budget and
Fiscal Services

Human Resources

Mental Health
Public Involvement
Best Practices

Purchasing/Grants and
Contracts

Cannabis

Graffiti
Abatement

Public Safety,
Emergency
Preparedness, and
Resiliency

Liquor Licensing

Strategic Communications
Immigrant and Refugee

Noise Control

Diversity and Civic
Leadership
Multnomah Youth
Commission

Neighborhood Program

District Coalition Offices
Constructing Civic Dialogues
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Office of Community and Civic Life

Bureau Summary
Bureau Mission
The mission of the Office of Community & Civic Life (Civic Life)* is to promote a
culture of civic engagement by connecting and supporting all Portlanders working
together and with government to build inclusive, safe and livable neighborhoods
and communities.
*Note: To better serve multilingual populations, the bureau will refer to itself as
Civic Life for short and not use the “OCCL” acronym. When interpreted or
translated, the term “Civic Life” can be meaningfully conveyed while the acronym
in English is meaningless. For example, in Spanish, the bureau’s name is Oficina de
Vida Cívica y Comunitaria (OVCC).

Bureau Overview
Bureau Goals

Underlying Civic Life’s mission are the concepts of interdependence, selfdetermination, and self-governance. In this country, these ideas are an aspirational
promise to be realized and a debt to be paid for the taking of Indigenous lands, the
practice of slavery and indentured servitude, and centuries of exclusion and
subjugation of some communities and populations for the benefit of others. It is not
possible to pursue the City’s equity goals without acknowledging our shared
history and our shared future. It is in this context — and with the City’s renewed
commitment to anti-racism, equity, and Black, Indigenous, and Communities of
Color in its COVID-19 recovery — that Civic Life rededicates its efforts toward the
interdependence of communities and equitable outcomes for all in Portland. Civic
Life’s long-term contributions to the region are expressed in three bureau-wide
goals:
Inclusive Structures
Modeling the inclusive practices and processes the office seeks to promote, Civic
Life will partner with diverse, self-identifying communities to:


Champion and develop institutional practices for inclusion and
transformational change within government and community structures;



Increase community building and civic engagement infrastructure for
communities working toward equitable outcomes for all.

The unspoken assumptions that often inform our practices must be regularly
examined and challenged. The bonds we have with each other (social capital) and
the ways we can employ them within and among different communities (social
bridging) offer a wide range of ways to create social, community, and government
structures that enable communities to be respected as they identify themselves and
as they contribute to defining, participating in, and benefiting from public
processes.
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Adaptive Governance
The City’s practices, policies, and structures will better reflect communities when
we acknowledge that we do not all share — but can collectively benefit from —
each other’s views. More adaptive governance is a crucial contributor to a city in
which residents share its benefits and burdens more equitably. To realize more
adaptive decision-making in community and government, Civic Life will:


Support inclusive cross-cultural, cross-issue organizing in communities to
reflect the ability of resilient communities to address complex, inter-connected
issues.



Lead internal capacity development within City government, particularly as it
relates to engaging community toward equitable outcomes.



Create and hold shared space where community and government join together
to identify opportunities and solve shared challenges.



Support communities in pursuing forms of governance that reflect their lived
experience, values, and aspirations.

Fulfilled and Empowered Portlanders
A progressive change in the culture of civic engagement is the basis of long-term
systemic community building and government change. Civic Life will:


Prioritize resources that support communities in building resilience both with
and without their government;



Ensure equitable sharing of resources;



Promote inclusive education, art, and play; and



Create an environment for respectful dialogue and problem solving that
acknowledges our differences as we work toward shared goals.

Communities empower themselves. The role of local government has as much to
do with connecting and supporting diverse communities to celebrate, play, and
create, as well as defining and addressing issues together.

Strategic Direction
In FY 2018-19, Civic Life re-established its mission as the strategic lens for decisionmaking and investments. Concepts such as “inclusive, safe, and livable” in the
mission are contested and we are actively debating what they mean as a society.
What does “safe” mean to a young man of color? To an elder who does not speak
English? To a family with young children? To an able-bodied homeowner who has
all their basic needs met?
Without investing in the City’s capacity to promote a culture of civic engagement —
and to redefine this culture for a changing population experiencing the dynamic
forces of urbanization — these concepts and goals will remain unreachable.
Strategy is fundamentally about creating and making choices. The impact of
COVID-19 and the continuing impact of racism on the City’s ability to serve all
Portlanders were further exposed in 2020 and 2021; these pandemics underscore
and add urgency for Civic Life’s strategic transformation.

4
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Office of Community and Civic Life
Equitable Outcomes

Data Driven

Honest Assessment

To ensure equitable outcomes, every decision the office makes must:


Reject siloed thinking and short-term solutions in order to address complex
social issues with cross-cultural, cross-issue analysis and constituent-building.



Invest in the leadership and community infrastructure for the Portland of 2035.
Today’s reality reflects the culmination of choices made in previous years.
Historical injustices must not be perpetuated against successive generations.

In order to provide the best evidence available for this strategic direction, Civic Life
has:


Commissioned PSU’s Center for Population Research to create a data-rich,
neighborhood-by-neighborhood map populated with data sets including the
2010 and 2020 census, ACS and Portland Insight Survey, and hunger, housing
and voting data. This map should be complete by June 2022.



Launched a strategic plan for a months-long iterative discovery phase within
City bureaus and Commissioner’s Offices, and an intensive discovery phase
with a broad segment of Portlanders. The Strategic Plan should be in
implementation phase by 2024.



Dedicated more Civic Life capacity toward institutional transformation in
partnership with other City Bureaus (BPS, Public Safety, CBO, Parks, and
more). Equitable outcomes will not be delivered through services and efficiency
alone. Our structures and systems must change for any enduring impact.

The bureau is also conducting an honest assessment of our current capacities and
have identified new competencies required to implement these strategic
considerations, including:


Adopting a data- and evidence-informed, intergenerational, and multicultural
approach to serve a markedly different demographic in 2035 than exists today.



Strategic communications to reach new audiences in the ways that matter to
them.



Evaluating and building the evidence for the impact of our programmatic
investments.



Aligning our programs with City core values and pertinent program
improvements across the bureau.

Building these competencies requires evolving our position descriptions, program
assumptions, and organizational structures across multiple years.
Civic Life’s impact is long-term, contributory, and works in concert with many
community- and City-led efforts. Our bureau-level metric — different from the
program-level metrics identified in each program offer — reflects this:


Increase voting and participation in activities related to local elections (Source:
Elections results, Office of City Auditor).
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Previous metrics identified were not able to be tracked by reliable tools and have
been retired. For example, the proposed methods for measuring trust and
confidence in local government have been discontinued, but will likely be
reinstituted in the next Portland Insight Survey.
Metrics must also be disaggregated by population, place, age, disability, immigrant
and refugee status, income, and other crucial community identities. Our work with
PSU Center for Population Research will address this.
Major Issues

Civic Life continues to transform itself into a 21st-century bureau to fulfill the roles
we envision for ourselves and as needed by our diversifying and urbanizing
communities. This requires transformation in three primary areas (first identified
in FY 2019-20):
1. Functioning that reflects our mission and the changing demographics of the
region
Adding civic engagement functions to build upon community engagement and
public involvement processes. In FY 2022-23, Civic Life is applying updated
expectations and the support services to meet them to our grant agreements within
our Neighborhood Services Division. As part of our immediate assessment of
needs and feedback from our grantees and people they serve, we hope to augment
our partners’ capacity to engage, recruit, and respond to the needs of our
community members with intersecting vulnerabilities (language, culture, income,
education, etc.) with an eye toward adapting our approaches, rather than requiring
communities to adapt to ours.
Increasing our capacity for collecting and visualizing data; information
management; research; and building the evidence of the impact of our work.


In FY 2022-23, we continue the investment in bureau-wide technology begun in
FY 2020-21 with the technology selection and procurement process.



In FY 2022-23, the bureau will continue our work with PSU Center for
Population Research to better visualize our neighborhood profiles and maps.
We will also ensure that our strategic planning process and internal alignment
and recruitment efforts correspond with the demographic transformation of
our city. This is a critical addition to our investments toward bureau-wide
technology capacity and ability to apply data for more equitable program
service delivery.

Home(s) for the bureau.
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After years of seeking a solution to our need for a field office in East Portland,
Civic Life will lease space in the Nick Fish Building in Gateway in FY 2022-23.
The remainder of our teams will work from home, the Portland Building, and
the Kenton Firehouse in North Portland.



The bureau owns the Kenton building that houses the City-staffed North
Portland District Coalition. We are discussing ways to set aside (year-over-year)
funding for the basic maintenance and upkeep of that facility.
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2.

Human capital

We are building a multilingual, multicultural bureau to serve all Portlanders. This
requires additional competencies not only in spoken and written language, but also
in digital engagement, data application, and communications functioning overall.
We implemented the Language Pay Differential Pilot program in FY 2021-22 and
will continue to recruit employees who can speak languages other than English.
We continue to re-examine the core functions of our programs, which includes
professionalizing our work, restructuring programs, and increased collaboration to
better define and deliver equitable outcomes. In FY 2019-20 and 2020-21, we
addressed some of the challenges of one-person programs by creating the Adapt to
Impact team. In FY 2022-23, we will update the position functions of the
Community Safety Administrators to reflect the broader societal, citywide, and
programmatic emphasis on a more holistic model addressing the social
determinants of community safety, and reprioritize 0.5 FTE existing staff capacity
for the Immigrant & Refugee program (total 2.5 FTE in FY 2021-22).
We will strengthen our ability to provide engagement opportunities and services to
immigrants, refugees, youth, and people with disabilities by repurposing a
supervisor and two coordinator-level employees in a newly
developing Community Access Program in early planning phase. These initial
plans will become clearer as our strategic planning process unfolds and our new
investments in our Youth, Disability, and Immigrant & Refugee Programs is
realized.
3. Civic engagement infrastructure: Community partners, networks, and
involvement planning
Building an integrated civic engagement infrastructure that reflects crosscommunity organizing and networks with an emphasis on the emerging majority
in the electorate and community. As of 2020, unmarried women, people of color,
and young people age 18-29 — also referred to as the Rising American Electorate —
comprised 64% of voting-eligible Americans (Source: The Voter Participation
Center).
COVID-19 offered an unexpected opportunity to collaborate further between Civic
Life programs and with other bureaus and jurisdictions. Continuing in FY 2022-23:


BIPOC-focused efforts through the bureau’s East Portland Community Office,
Community Safety, Immigrant & Refugee, Disability, and Youth programs.



In FY 2021-22, the bureau initiated a programmatic assessment and reset of the
Public Involvement Advisory Commission. This entails a strategic plan asking
City and resident engagement experts and stakeholders to assess the needs for
an advisory body or work group whose expertise is in equitable civic
engagement. Into FY 2022-23, we will seek to use personnel savings to sponsor
a convening of national experts to engage with local stakeholders in order to
redefine equitable engagement for an emerging global city with the
demographic profile and growth characteristics of Portland.
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We continue increasing access and build new partnerships prioritizing disability,
minority, women, emerging and small businesses through graffiti removal
contracting and Social Equity & Educational Development Initiative investments.

Summary of Budget Decisions
The changes in the FY 2022-23 budget reflect:


Prioritizing services to and supporting the leadership of communities
disproportionately impacted by the pandemics of COVID-19 and systemic
racism. These include no reductions to programs focused on BIPOC, disability,
youth, and immigrant and refugee communities, and redirecting existing
resources to small programs, where possible.



Strategic choices and investment in new competencies required to transform
into a 21st-century bureau capable of serving a diversifying population in a
rapidly urbanizing region, and to address the major issues identified above.
These include building foundational capacity in technology (software, staffing,
and bureau-wide plan), applying data to daily functioning and service delivery,
and eliminating expenses with a high administrative and staffing cost, but that
produce limited impact.

Accessing Cannabis Reserves
Leverage 2021 Cannabis Policy Report recommendations to establish key projects
within the cannabis program:

Develop a baseline cannabis competency training pilot in partnership with
OLCC, Oregon Health Authority, Oregon Department of Agriculture, and any
internal agencies and programs that make life-changing decisions (Child
services, Health Professionals). This pilot will have a $30,000 budget allocated
from cannabis licensing revenue special reserve fund.


Commission an economic viability study on the Portland’s cannabis ecosystem.
This study will replace previous attempt at a limited-scope market study and
expand to include equity, education, ethics, and safety. This study will have a
$50,000 budget allocated from cannabis licensing revenue special reserve fund.

Request for additional one-time Recreational Cannabis Tax, and one-time
General Fund allocation:
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$500,000 one-time Recreational Cannabis Tax fund for Cannabis Emergency
Relief Fund for relief to cannabis business suffering from COVID related losses
during the pandemic.



$250,000 one-time General Fund for Neighborhood Coalition Offices for small
grants to community groups.



$123,336 one-time General Fund for the 7 Neighborhood Coalitions.



$20,777 one-time General Fund funding for Immigrant & Refugee Program’s
Welcoming Week event.



Carryover $1.1 million one-time General Fund granted in FY 2021-22 budget
process for the Graffiti program at CBO’s recommendation.
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Performance Measures

Performance
EFFICIENCY
Percentage of annual licenses renewed online
OUTCOME
Number of small business cannabis licensees
Number of cannabis licensees whose owners or staff have a cannabis
conviction
Number of new partnerships with community groups
Square footage covered with graffiti removal supplies by volunteers
Voter turnout as percentage of eligible voters
OUTPUT
Number of Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED)
assessments completed (previously Site Security Assessments)
Number of Neighbors Together Community Engagement and Education
Trainings
Total cost per square foot of graffiti removed with graffiti specialized contracts
Percentage of programs in which Civic Life staff speak one or more priority
languages
Percentage of active Marijuana Regulatory Licensees (MRLs) that applied for
the Social Equity Program
WORKLOAD
Number of bureau consultations
Number of Marijuana Regulatory License applications processed for a change
of ownership
Number of cannabis applications received
Number of cannabis licenses issued and renewed
Number of total liquor license applications processed
Percentage of total cases of noise concerns that were closed
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Actuals
FY 2019-20

Actuals
FY 2020-21

Target
FY 2021-22

Target
FY 2022-23

Strategic
Target

29%

12%

25%

15%

90%

52
12

29
14

60
14

30
15

80
15

31
50,350.00
NA

9
97,200.00
NA

6
60,000.00
80.0%

6
300,000.00
NA

6
100,000.00
90.0%

22

4

50

50

200

76

67

250

250

400

$1.46
53%

$2.00
62%

$1.50
75%

$3.25
80%

$3.25
100%

0.0%

13.0%

10.0%

10.0%

15.0%

7
18

2
51

5
20

3
25

5
25

192
303
1,905
28%

73
329
3,702
29%

75
350
2,000
65%

75
375
2,000
65%

30
350
2,500
75%
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Summary of Bureau Budget

External Revenues
Miscellaneous Fund Allocations
Charges for Services
Intergovernmental
Miscellaneous
External Revenues Total
Internal Revenues
General Fund Discretionary
General Fund Overhead
Interagency Revenue
Internal Revenues Total
Beginning Fund Balance
Resources Total
Bureau Expenditures
Personnel Services
External Materials and Services
Internal Materials and Services
Bureau Expenditures Total
Fund Expenditures
Contingency
Fund Transfers - Expense
Fund Expenditures Total
Ending Fund Balance
Requirements Total
Programs
311 Program
Adapt to Impact
Administration & Support
Cannabis
Communications
Community-Led Budgeting
Crime Prevention
Disability Program
Disability Services
Diversity Civic Leaders
Graffiti Reduction
Information & Referral
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Actuals
FY 2019-20

Actuals
FY 2020-21

Revised
FY 2021-22

Requested
No DP
FY 2022-23

Requested
Total
FY 2022-23

407,470
1,564,853
338,498
10,067
2,320,888

0
1,644,239
15,867
2,019
1,662,126

7,377,137
1,789,171
250,000
0
9,416,308

3,099,013
1,947,130
0
0
5,046,143

3,599,013
1,947,130
0
0
5,546,143

10,387,443
552,594
124,692
11,064,729
1,318,718
14,704,335

11,070,518
129,238
73,915
11,273,670
1,524,033
14,459,829

12,554,019
279,042
11,600
12,844,661
1,809,901
24,070,870

9,684,630
298,173
11,850
9,994,653
211,153
15,251,949

11,217,815
298,173
11,850
11,527,838
211,153
17,285,134

6,558,601
5,820,975
823,037
13,202,612

5,882,786
6,454,443
889,219
13,226,447

6,529,974
15,013,615
1,190,547
22,734,136

7,118,065
6,829,626
1,254,882
15,202,573

7,198,137
8,780,393
1,257,228
17,235,758

0
0
0
1,501,723
14,704,335

0
16,507
16,507
1,809,901
15,052,855

1,304,286
32,448
1,336,734
0
24,070,870

0
49,376
49,376
0
15,251,949

0
49,376
49,376
0
17,285,134

424,483
526,057
1,028,152
—
24,393
—
1,270,418
42,245
3,984
918,888
657,616
649,422

62,302
736,379
1,019,386
—
254,126
—
1,366,653
—
1,935
910,800
835,664
(2,692)

—
846,654
909,811
5,394,653
415,104
5,357,000
1,299,107
—
—
922,224
3,506,547
—

—
824,079
980,243
2,762,532
334,046
2,030,388
1,659,475
—
—
958,326
767,107
—

—
824,079
980,243
3,262,532
334,046
2,030,388
1,659,475
—
—
958,326
1,906,179
—
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Office of Community and Civic Life
Summary of Bureau Budget

Liquor License Notification
Marijuana Licensing
Mental Health Program
Neighborhood Mediation
Neighborhood Outreach & Support
New Portlanders Program
Noise Control
Portland United Against Hate
Youth Outreach
Total Programs
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Actuals
FY 2019-20
290,755
1,436,994
189
212,117
4,849,558
147,097
570,695
(536)
150,086
13,202,612

Actuals
FY 2020-21
344,937
1,655,686
—
245,074
4,960,029
132,330
545,483
—
158,357
13,226,447

Revised
FY 2021-22
379,200
(1,527,517)
—
248,319
3,785,340
218,151
718,936
—
260,607
22,734,136

Requested
No DP
FY 2022-23
425,226
—
—
257,755
2,895,288
244,142
782,414
—
281,552
15,202,573

Requested
Total
FY 2022-23
425,226
—
—
257,755
3,268,624
264,919
782,414
—
281,552
17,235,758
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Office of Community and Civic Life
FTE Summary

Class
30003002
30003003
30003004
30003006
30003008
30003012
30000184
30003235
30003027
30003028
30003030
30000309
30003037
30003055
30003081
30003082
30000737
30000012
30000013
30003097
30003103
30003104
30003028
30000012
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Title
Administrative Specialist I
Administrative Specialist II
Administrative Specialist III
Analyst I
Analyst III
Business Systems Analyst III
Code Specialist II
Coordinator I - E
Coordinator I - NE
Coordinator II
Coordinator IV
Crime Prevention Program
Administrator
Director I
Financial Analyst II
Manager I
Manager II
Noise Control Officer
Office Support Specialist II
Office Support Specialist III
Public Information Officer
Supervisor I - E
Supervisor II
Total Full-Time Positions
Coordinator II
Office Support Specialist II
Total Limited Term Positions
Grand Total

Salary Range
Min
Max
44,075 74,739
48,277 101,226
53,290 111,696
53,290 111,696
69,805 142,817
69,805 142,817
50,939 76,931

Revised
FY 2021-22
No.
Amount
0.90
52,341
1.00
63,731
1.00
86,549
3.00
230,724
1.00
107,786
1.00
94,038
4.00
237,675

Requested
No DP
FY 2022-23
No.
Amount
0.90
52,341
1.00
63,731
1.00
86,549
3.00
230,724
1.00
107,786
1.00
94,038
4.00
248,127

Requested
Total
FY 2022-23
No.
Amount
0.90
26,260
1.00
63,732
1.00
86,548
3.00
230,724
1.00
107,786
1.00
94,038
3.00
201,033

48,277
48,277
53,290
69,805
48,942

101,226
101,226
111,696
142,817
80,570

3.00
5.70
11.00
0.00
9.00

233,605
390,865
925,685
0
614,889

3.00
5.70
11.00
0.00
9.00

233,605
416,192
925,685
0
627,126

3.00
5.70
11.00
1.00
9.00

233,605
391,570
944,509
101,629
627,126

111,696
63,336
80,205
92,851
70,200
34,798
44,512
63,336
63,336
69,805

214,637
119,136
158,655
183,717
107,256
61,354
72,404
119,136
119,136
142,817

53,290
34,798

111,696
61,354

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
4.00
0.00
1.00
3.00
2.00
55.60
1.00
0.00
1.00
56.60

155,189
99,590
116,397
134,773
102,149
227,521
0
106,080
292,904
203,362
4,475,853
56,863
0
56,863
4,532,716

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
4.00
0.00
1.00
3.00
2.00
55.60
0.00
0.00
0.00
55.60

155,189
99,590
116,397
134,773
102,149
230,048
0
106,080
292,904
203,362
4,526,396
0
0
0
4,526,396

1.00
1.00
1.00
2.00
1.00
2.00
2.00
1.00
2.00
2.00
55.60
0.00
1.00
1.00
56.60

155,188
99,591
116,397
262,027
102,149
115,024
121,990
106,080
202,070
203,362
4,592,438
0
46,946
46,946
4,639,384
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Cannabis Licensing Special Revenue Fund
Cannabis Licensing Special Revenue Fund

Fund Summary
Actuals
FY 2019-20

Actuals
FY 2020-21

Revised
FY 2021-22

Base Budget
FY 2022-23

Requested
FY 2022-23

1,203,014

1,364,205

1,373,832

1,532,130

1,532,130

100

175

0

0

0

External Revenues Total

1,203,114

1,364,380

1,373,832

1,532,130

1,532,130

Beginning Fund Balance

1,341,028

1,524,033

1,809,901

210,532

210,532

Resources Total

2,544,142

2,888,413

3,183,733

1,742,662

1,742,662

829,622

874,694

1,187,955

1,338,437

1,338,437

External Materials and Services

54,327

14,493

416,391

107,035

107,035

Internal Materials and Services

136,161

172,819

242,653

247,814

247,814

Bureau Expenditures Total

1,020,109

1,062,005

1,846,999

1,693,286

1,693,286

Contingency

0

0

1,304,286

0

0

Fund Transfers - Expense

0

16,507

32,448

49,376

49,376

Fund Expenditures Total

0

16,507

1,336,734

49,376

49,376

Ending Fund Balance

1,524,033

1,809,901

0

0

0

Requirements Total

2,544,142

2,888,413

3,183,733

1,742,662

1,742,662

External Revenues
Charges for Services
Miscellaneous

Bureau Expenditures
Personnel Services

Fund Expenditures

Fund Overview
The Cannabis Licensing Special Revenue Fund was established to account for the
revenues and expenditures related to the City’s Cannabis Licensing program.
Revenue sources for the fund are application, licensing, and violation fees
submitted by cannabis businesses for the purposes of meeting provisions of
Portland City Code 14B.130. If unforeseen changes in revenue occur in any given
fiscal year, the fund’s resources will provide for the continuous operations of the
program.
Managing Agency

Office of Community and Civic Life

Significant changes from prior year
There are no significant changes from the prior year.
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Office of Community and Civic Life

Office of Community and Civic Life
Office of Community and Civic Life 0.3%

City Budget 99.7%
Youth Outreach 1.6%
Adapt to Impact 4.8%
Noise Control 4.5%
Administration and Support 5.7%
New Portlanders Program 1.5%
Cannabis 18.9%

Neighborhood Outreach and Support 19.0%
Neighborhood Mediation 1.5%

Communications 1.9%

Liquor License Notification 2.5%

Community-Led Budgeting 11.8%

Graffiti Reduction 11.1%

Crime Prevention 9.6%

Diversity Civic Leaders 5.6%

Bureau Overview

Requirements
Operating
Capital
Total
Authorized Positions
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Revised
FY 2021-22
$24,070,870

Requested
Total
FY 2022-23
$17,285,134

Change from
Prior Year
$(6,785,736)

Percent
Change
(28)%

$24,070,870
56.60

$17,285,134
56.60

$(6,785,736)
—

(28)%
—%
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Office of Community and Civic Life

Adapt to Impact
Program Description & Goals
As a part of the Community & Neighborhood Involvement Center (CNIC), Adapt to Impact (A2I) primary
purpose is to collaborate with other bureaus on the practices and policies of community partnership. The
interdisciplinary team consists of three overhead funded programs — Advisory Bodies, Citywide Public
Involvement Best Practices, Mental Health — and Disability, a general fund program. The goal of these
programs is to strategically transform institutional structures, policies, and practices to authentically engage
with underrepresented and underserved communities. This is achieved in two primary ways:


Through education, practice, and policy development in each content area.



Through partnership efforts with other bureaus.

Performance Measures

Performance
Number of bureau consultations

Actuals
FY 2019-20

Actuals
FY 2020-21
7

Target
2021-22
2

Target
FY 2022-23
5

Strategic
Target
3

5

Explanation of Services
Previously, each program operated independently despite their shared functions. A2I changed this practice
to get programs working together and demonstrate the bureau’s commitment to reject siloed thinking and
fragmented, inadequate delivery of services. Civic Life also seeks to model and champion institutional
practices for inclusion and decision-making practices that adapt to community conditions.
In addition to ongoing citywide work, A2I also adjusted to the conditions of the COVID-19 pandemic:
Advisory Bodies Program
Centralized support of City advisory bodies, offering updated trainings and
guidance for virtual recruitment and meetings; developing policies, tracking
trends, data analysis, templates, and tools for those staffing these bodies; and
developing FY 2021-22 policies for the Stipends Program.
Disability Program
Focuses on cross-bureau collaboration, policy recommendations, and Citywide
guidance through trainings, project-based work, and relationship building
throughout the city. Using the principles of Disability Justice and intersectional
equity and data from Portland’s first-ever Disability Equity & Engagement Study,
the program offers grants and capacity-building sponsorships, sharing the stories
of Portland’s disability community, the disability leadership grants, and creating
the Portland Commission for Disability.
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Office of Community and Civic Life
Mental Health Program
Leads Citywide mental wellness and support through the development of
documents, resources, and trainings to uplift, affirm, and support City employees.
The coordinator took on additional leadership roles in the City African American
Network (CAAN) to build spaces for Black City employees, including
conversations centered on racist policies and procedures, and eliminating systemic
barriers for staff and community members with diverse intersectional mental
health disabilities.
The program also collaborated with the Bureau of Human Resources (BHR) to
create the Mental Health First Aid training — designed to help staff notice signs of
distress, and provide support and resources — and the Leadership Engagement
and Development (LEAD) training’s Centering Wellness program.
Citywide Public Involvement Best Practices Program
Develops policy recommendations and implementation guidance for public
involvement. The program is leading a multi-bureau effort to assess the casemanagement and relationship-based model developed at the ECC and apply
lessons-learned.
Collectively, these four specialties work together to offer tailored services to other bureaus to examine
fundamental assumptions. Their services to bureaus include but are not limited to:


Public policy review and development



Capacity building



Practice guidelines



Multi-bureau partnerships



Short- and long-term consulting



Provide data and information on engaging with historically marginalized
communities

Equity Impacts
The ability of the City to serve and positively impact communities of color, people with disabilities, and
people experiencing mental health concerns or crises cannot be accomplished through program services
alone. It requires institutional change and challenging assumptions and practices of community
partnership. While these teams, excluding the Disability Program primarily address City bureaus, this work
is in service of adopting community-informed practices to deliver more equitable services and impact to all
communities.
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Office of Community and Civic Life
Changes to Program
In FY 2022-23, A2I will continue to build this unified program. The Advisory Bodies Program continues to
partner with BHR to launch volunteer applications on NeoGov. The Disability Program will present the
Disability Equity & Engagement Study to Council and assess the impacts of the Disability Leadership
Sponsorship & Grants. This coming year, Town-hall meetings for the greater disability community will link
the internal and external arms of the program. The Disability and Advisory Bodies programs will also
develop Portland’s Commission for Disability in collaboration with bureau partners by regularly connecting
the public with disability projects and providing a regular forum for people with disabilities to provide
feedback, insight, and guidance on City practices and policies.
Public Involvement Best Practice is re-envisioning the Public Involvement Advisory Commission (PIAC)
with a renewed focus on equity-centered engagement. The lessons learned from COVID-19 have centered
on disability justice and using an intersectional equity lens to engage historically marginalized groups, who
are often those most distrustful of government. This included increasing the capacity of our Mental Health
Program and CAAN to center and uplift the needs of Black employees.

Program Budget
Actuals
FY 2019-20
Bureau Expenditures
Personnel Services
External Materials and Services
Internal Materials and Services
Bureau Expenditures Total
Requirements Total

FTE

Actuals
FY 2020-21

Revised
FY 2021-22

Requested Base
FY 2022-23

Requested with DP
FY 2022-23

463,565
7,731
54,760
526,057
526,057

495,152
174,136
67,092
736,379
736,379

575,655
179,856
91,143
846,654
846,654

570,588
154,300
99,191
824,079
824,079

570,588
154,300
99,191
824,079
824,079

4.50

4.57

4.57

4.57

4.57

Budget Narrative
Resources:

Overhead and General Fund.

Expenses:

Personnel, technology, community leadership support, and program expenses
related to travel, materials and services, convening and supplies.

Staffing:

No change.

Assets
and Liabilities:

None.
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Office of Community and Civic Life
Program Information
Program Contact:

Touk Keo

Contact Phone:

503-865-6133

Website:

https://www.portlandoregon.gov/civic/77242
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Administration
Program Description & Goals
The Office of Community & Civic Life Administration (Administration) team provides internal strategic
direction, policy, budget and financial management, human resources, contracts and grants management,
organizational development, administrative and technology support to all bureau programs.
The Administration team builds and maintains a high functioning, multicultural work environment
through developing clear and equitable practices in hiring and retention methods, procedures and policies,
responsible stewardship of fiscal resources, championing of data and metrics, and innovative application of
technology.
In order to better serve our communities, the Administration team is committed to partnering with
Citywide stakeholders to improve processes and provide clarity on roles and responsibilities in the areas of
procurement, budget and finance, and contracts and grants managements to ensure funding to uplift
community engagement, anti-racism, and inclusion efforts are not negatively impacted by the lengthy and
burdensome administrative processes.

Performance Measures

Performance
Percentage of programs in which Civic Life staff speak one or more priority
languages

Actuals
FY 2019-20
53%

Actuals
FY 2020-21
62%

Target
2021-22
75%

Target
FY 2022-23
80%

Strategic
Target
100%

Explanation of Services
Administration is the foundation for Civic Life’s mission, fiscal stewardship, and organizational
performance. This team supports all human resources functions, facilities, technology, data and metrics,
budget development and monitoring bureau-wide.
Our team ensures employees, community partners and vendors are paid accurately and timely while
maintaining compliance with City rules and policies on contract and grant making, procurement, human
resources, and technology usage, to name a few.
Administration is responsible for the business operation functions for the entire bureau. Without the proper
support, Civic Life would not be able to implement the bureau’s strategic plan and advance the City’s
adopted core values.
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Equity Impacts
Our team oversees the creation and implementation of the bureau’s Affirmative Action Plan & Racial Equity
Plan, supports the leadership team in bureau policy development with an equity analysis, and participates
in Citywide Racial Equity efforts. We support equitable impacts by providing focused support to all
program contract and grant managers to ensure that they and community partners understand the City’s
grant making and contracting requirements, and that funding is disbursed accurately and timely. We seek to
build community engagement and inclusivity by ensuring our contract and grant opportunities are known
and obtainable by COBID certified organizations. Additionally, we are honored to have a diverse,
multicultural, and multilingual workforce. Our bureau — made up of 49 employees — has 29 employees
that speak a second language, totaling 11 languages spoken in addition to English.

Changes to Program
Administration team is a shared resource within the bureau. In FY 2022-23, personnel expenses were
reallocated in multiple program areas to accurately reflect the evolving business and programmatic needs
bureau-wide.

Program Budget
Actuals
FY 2019-20
Bureau Expenditures
Personnel Services
External Materials and Services
Internal Materials and Services
Bureau Expenditures Total
Requirements Total

FTE

Actuals
FY 2020-21

Revised
FY 2021-22

Requested Base
FY 2022-23

Requested with DP
FY 2022-23

886,896
59,092
82,165
1,028,152
1,028,152

933,771
12,314
73,302
1,019,386
1,019,386

794,041
13,141
102,629
909,811
909,811

839,578
19,600
121,065
980,243
980,243

839,578
19,600
121,065
980,243
980,243

4.75

4.83

5.83

5.43

5.43

Budget Narrative
Resources:

General Fund.

Expenses:

Personnel, communications materials and services, and program.

Staffing:

No change.

Assets and
Liabilities:

The bureau owns one asset, the Historic Kenton Firehouse, and has plans to create
a sub-fund account to cover future maintenance costs. The Kenton Firehouse
houses North Portland Neighborhood Services, a City-staffed district coalition
office.
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Office of Community and Civic Life
Program Information
Program Contact:

Icie Ta

Contact Phone:

503-865-6501

Website:

www.portlandoregon.gov/civic
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Community-Led Budgeting
Program Description & Goals
Mayor’s proposed decision to allocate $3.0 million for direct participatory budgeting allocation. Funded by
$1.9 million in ongoing Recreational Cannabis Tax resources and $1.5 million in one-time General Fund
resources. $400,000 difference is for administrative costs, but the intent is to disburse to community
organizations to complete administrative and coordination work.

Explanation of Services
None at this time.

Equity Impacts
None at this time.

Changes to Program
None at this time.

Program Budget
Actuals
FY 2019-20
Bureau Expenditures
External Materials and Services
Bureau Expenditures Total
Requirements Total

Actuals
FY 2020-21

0
0
0

Revised
FY 2021-22

0
0
0

5,357,000
5,357,000
5,357,000

Requested Base
FY 2022-23

2,030,388
2,030,388
2,030,388

Requested with DP
FY 2022-23

2,030,388
2,030,388
2,030,388

Budget Narrative
Resources:

General Fund.

Expenses:

None at this time.

Staffing:

None at this time.

Assets and
Liabilities:

None at this time.

Program Information
Program Contact:

None at this time.
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Contact Phone:

None at this time.

Website:

None at this time.
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Cannabis
Program Description & Goals
Established in 2015, the City’s Cannabis Program aims to become the leading regulatory management
framework operationally designed to deliver on the reparative and restorative potential of the global
cannabis decriminalization movement. In doing so, the City’s program will also be an aspirational
benchmark for local, state, and federal jurisdictions demonstrating the cannabis industry’s ability to create
equity and impact systemic racism globally. As Portland is Oregon’s largest metropolitan area, the City’s
program is a central office for local cannabis business licensing and compliance oversight, regulatory
guidelines, future policy development recommendations, social equity, educational development, and
cannabis competency for the community at-large and other government jurisdictions.
Overall Program Strategic Objectives:


Strengthen program operations and foundational framework prioritizing
equity, education and access in all areas of operations.



Educate and empower the Portland community to support the industry via
Social Equity and Educational Development (SEED) Initiatives.



Increase the City’s cannabis economy and tax allocation through enhanced
regulatory management, technology, and data analysis.



Lead local, state, and national cannabis regulatory, equity, and sustainability
conversations towards viable legislation to positively impact the global legal
cannabis economy.



Leverage cannabis competency as the foundation of all program marketing and
communications.


Performance Measures

Performance
Number of cannabis licensees whose owners or staff have a cannabis
conviction
Number of small business cannabis licensees
Number of cannabis applications received
Number of cannabis licenses issued and renewed
Number of Marijuana Regulatory License applications processed for a change
of ownership
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Actuals
FY 2019-20
12

Actuals
FY 2020-21
14

52
192
303
18

29
73
329
51

Target
2021-22
14

Target
FY 2022-23
15

60
75
350
20

30
75
375
25

Strategic
Target
15
80
30
350
25
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Explanation of Services
Licensing,
Compliance, and
Policy

SEED Initiatives
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Licensing, Compliance, and Policy (LCP) are the core operations for the Cannabis
Program, providing oversight and regulation of local cannabis businesses. The
growth of the Cannabis Program depends on operational success of LCP, across all
three core competencies. Long-term competency goals include:


Strengthening internal operations, data collections and analytics to enhance
services to City’s cannabis business community.



Updating and adopting administrative guidelines that uphold the ordinance
Chapter 14B.130 Marijuana Regulatory License Procedure and Requirements.



Establishing baseline cannabis competency guidelines for internal and external
usage broadly throughout City of Portland, with focus on prioritized BIPOC
communities.



Providing local, state, and federal thought leadership on open market, dually
regulated cannabis economies, and strategies to achieve equity through
legalization.

Funded by cannabis tax revenue per Measure 26-180, SEED Initiatives are
comprised of programs that contribute to restoring and repairing prioritized
BIPOC communities. As the cannabis economy thrives, SEED Initiatives are the
framework through which the Cannabis Program can impact inequities caused by
prohibition. Long-term competency goals include:


Establishing and supporting mission-driven initiatives to create the highest
return on investment for the City’s cannabis tax revenue, investing specifically
and holistically in BIPOC communities.



Providing general education and technical assistance to support participation
in SEED Initiatives.



Driving long-term equity outcomes for internal and external stakeholders
through ongoing single-source monitoring, measuring, and reporting of
cannabis tax revenue.
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Equity Impacts
The Cannabis Program recognizes the overwhelming damage caused by 80 years of cannabis prohibition
and the major restorative potential of legalization. As one of the first jurisdictions in the country to establish
a social equity grant fund tied to cannabis tax revenue, it also recognizes the tremendous opportunity to
dismantle long-standing constructs of racism that persist in the United States. The program’s long-term
vision and strategic objectives are tied to optimizing the core competencies of the program across licensing,
compliance and policy, to operationally support creation of equity impacting initiatives. To that end, the
program will work to uphold the core tenets adopted by the Cannabis Policy Oversight Team (CPOT):


The war on drugs has caused disproportionate harm to Black, Indigenous, and
other communities of color. Cannabis should be used as a tool to direct capital
resources into these same communities for the purpose of restitution and
restoration.



Civic Life is committed to adopting policies, regulations, and programs that
support equitable access to the cannabis industry, so that communities and
individuals that have experienced the greatest harm from prohibition can share
in the industry’s wealth.



The City’s processes around cannabis regulation and policy development will
be informed, acknowledging the long history of trauma and race-based
inequities, particularly the multi-generational impact of cannabis
criminalization.



Impacted communities and stakeholders will play a key role in solution
finding, policy and program development, and decision-making.



Strategic recommendations and execution will require City investments of time
and resources.
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Changes to Program
The Cannabis Program builds on the strength of a robust three-year strategic plan kicked off in FY 2020-21
by continuing to professionalize and reclassify roles within the equity-centered regulatory program.
Supporting a more declarative mission and vision, the program has spent year two of the strategic plan
preparing for future growth and team expansion in alignment with benchmarks at the state-level agency,
Oregon Liquor and Cannabis Commission (OLCC), and other local cannabis jurisdictions by:
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Promoting four team members to reclassified levels more appropriate for their
current and future activities. This included transitioning the program’s lead
from Supervisor I to a Manager II (Program Manager) which made way for
reclassifying the Licensing & Compliance lead Coordinator II to Coordinator
IV, Licensing, Compliance & Policy Sub-Division Supervisor (LPC Supervisor).
Finally, the office support specialists for administration and licensing/
compliance moved from Office Support Specialist II to Office Support
Specialist III to expand support capabilities for the execution of the program’s
three-year strategic plan.



CPOT shed light on the traumatic and devastating impact to the industry of
increased armed robberies of licensed retailers and the supply chain impact of
the wildfires. After CPOT produced multiple letters and testified to City
Council, the Cannabis Program developed a comprehensive proposal for the
Cannabis Emergency Relief Fund (CERF) which was unanimously passed by
Council to receive one-time allocation of $1.33 million from cannabis tax
revenue.



The SEED Initiatives continued expansion with triple the number of
applications to 123, and the largest 2021 SEED Grant fund cohort of 17
recipients receiving $1.8 million in grant funding.
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Continuing efforts:


To improve the program’s overall operations and ability to support a rapidly
growing market, the program invested in a Business Systems Analyst III, and
much-needed technology software upgrades that allow for more streamlined
licensing and compliance tracking, reporting, and data analysis. This new
technology solution is on track to be launched by June 2022.



SEED Initiatives Coordinator II recruitment is underway to ensure continued
growth of the grant fund and strategic partnerships.



CPOT 2021 Cannabis Policy Report is finalized and set to be published in
January 2022. CPOT will present the report to OLCC, City Council, and
community partners.



CERF is the first emergency relief program funded via cannabis tax revenue in
the country. Led by the LCP Supervisor, the fund demonstrates public-private
partnership to mitigate the vulnerabilities within the cannabis ecosystem. In a
historic unanimous vote, City Council approved the CERF disbursement plan
which supports and enhances three community partners in their effort to
administer the CERF emergency grants. Applications open in February 2022
and all monies disbursed by June 2022.



SEED Initiatives has become a national model featured in media outlets across
the country. The model has informed newly developed cannabis tax revenue
grant programs in Rockland, IL, Clark County, NV, Los Angeles, CA, and more.
More than 90 applications were received for the 2022 SEED Grant cycle with
recipients still to be determined.



The Program Manager and LCP Supervisor participate in state-level work
groups and subcommittees informing the cannabis regulatory framework at the
state and local level.
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FY 2022-23, the Cannabis Program will change in the following ways:


Request another one-time allocation of funding from cannabis tax revenue to
support another round of CERF grants. The amount requested will be $500,000
and will follow the similar model of administering and disbursement via
umbrella grants to community partners.



Host the first annual cannabis education and advocacy symposium for the City
of Portland and surrounding communities. Join local community outreach
activities including Welcoming Week, National Expungement Works Activation
Week and Cannabis Research Conference.



Leverage 2021 Cannabis Policy Report recommendations to develop a baseline
cannabis competency training pilot in partnership with OLCC, Oregon Health
Authority, Oregon Department of Agriculture, and any internal agencies and
programs that make life-changing decisions (Child services, Health
Professionals). This pilot will have a $30,000 budget allocated from cannabis
licensing revenue special reserve fund.



Leverage 2021 Cannabis Policy Report recommendations to commission an
economic viability study on the Portland’s cannabis ecosystem. This study will
replace previous attempt at a limited-scope market study and expand to
include equity, education, ethics, and safety. This study will have a $50,000
budget allocated from cannabis licensing revenue special reserve fund.



Program Budget
Actuals
FY 2019-20
Bureau Expenditures
Personnel Services
External Materials and Services
Internal Materials and Services
Bureau Expenditures Total
Fund Expenditures
Contingency
Fund Transfers - Expense
Fund Expenditures Total
Requirements Total

FTE

Actuals
FY 2020-21

Revised
FY 2021-22

Requested Base
FY 2022-23

Requested with DP
FY 2022-23

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

1,187,955
3,936,528
270,170
5,394,653

1,338,437
1,175,660
248,435
2,762,532

1,338,437
1,675,660
248,435
3,262,532

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

1,304,286
32,448
1,336,734
6,731,387

0
49,376
49,376
2,811,908

0
49,376
49,376
3,311,908

0.00

0.00

10.18

10.30

10.30

Budget Narrative
Resources:
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The Cannabis Program’s core activities of equity-centered licensing, compliance,
policy and educational development are entirely funded by the licensing and
compliance fees paid by cannabis businesses in the City of Portland.
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In FY 2022-23, Cannabis Program resources include $1.5 million in revenue from
licensing and compliance fees; ongoing $1 million allocated for SEED
Initiatives; and $500,000 in one-time Recreational Cannabis Tax fund allocation for
CERF.
Expenses:

Personnel, technology and data, local and out-of-state travel, language and other
accommodations, and expenses related to code enforcement.

Staffing:

No change.

Assets
and Liabilities:

There are three vehicles associated with this program. Held over from
underinvestment in personnel and technology in previous fiscal years, the program
has approximately $1.3 million in a special reserve. This will be used in the next
five years, until FY 2025-26 to support the program’s strategic expansion.

Program Information
Program Contact:

Dasheeda Dawson

Contact Phone:

503-823-1871

Website:

https://www.portlandoregon.gov/civic/67575
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Communications
Program Description & Goals
Created in 2019, Civic Life’s Communications Program builds and implements strategies to amplify Civic
Life’s programs and activities. The Communications team supports all internal/external communications
efforts including simplify processes, language, and structures to ensure that Civic Life’s work is clearly
defined, accessible to appropriate audiences, and adapts to the evolving needs of all Portlanders.
In late 2020, the Communications team began introducing and then implementing a bureau-wide step-bystep plan to achieve the Civic Life’s overarching communication and engagement goals:


Design and implement processes to support internal organization, alignment
with bureau and City values, intentional planning, and identifying outcomes to
align communications outreach.



Collaborate with each program to create accessible, meaningful content and to
inform Portlanders and showcase the value of Civic Life’s work simply and
visually.



Build proactive and results-oriented communications to demonstrate progress.



Establish a reputation and track record worth following.

The success of our work relies on strong, reliable partnerships. We work closely with every Civic Life
program to accurately showcase their work by translating complex processes and data into simple and
visually vibrant messaging. We prioritize working with community-based organizations to promote civic
engagement, engage local and national media to showcase our impact, create social media campaigns to
deliver timely information, and translate material into multiple languages.
Communications is one of two bureau teams that works across the entire bureau. In many cases,
Communications aligns the workstreams, programs, processes, and outcomes of the bureau.
In FY 2021-22, the Communications team expanded its reach and engagement. On average, we are steadily
increasing our overall engagement efforts by 5% to 15% each month and are on track to meet our goal of
expanding out engagement efforts to 25%.
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Explanation of Services
Communications
Program



Builds connections between the bureau, City partners, civic leaders, and diverse
communities to share information, frame complex and challenging issues, and
amplify civic engagement efforts led by Portlanders.



Builds, maintains, and populates the bureau’s main channels of
communication, including digital platforms (web and social media) and
collateral.



Streamlines the bureau’s ability to communicate and engage with the
community in a unified, equitable, and inclusive manner. This is done by
building and maintaining processes including working with Business
Operations to notate and document processes, and developing a new database
for neighborhood association contacts, an employee intranet, and a
multicultural engagement roadmap for Civic Life and City employees to
reference when working with Portland’s diverse communities.



Collaborates with other civic institutions to contribute to stronger engagement
in public domains.



Supports bureau programs and staff through training, coaching in
communication activities, and ensuring consistency and quality of messaging
throughout the bureau.

Equity Impacts
Communications Program takes a multi-pronged approach to address inequities and create a more
equitable communications infrastructure:


Ensures accessibility standards for limited English proficiency (LEP) people
and those with disabilities through equitable accommodations and universal
design practices.



Supports external messaging for all bureau programs by prioritizing program
equity objectives to ensure they have adequate communications infrastructure.

As COVID-19 challenges continue, we rely on creative communication solutions to address our limited
ability to reach communities in traditional or in-person ways. We must strengthen our relationships with
community-based organizations to improve outreach to multilingual, houseless, low-income, and disability
communities, and technologically-limited audiences.

Changes to Program
Created in FY 2020-21 to streamline costs, the Communications team is the newest team in the bureau. The
team’s budget includes shared, centralized, and hands-on communication services for program and bureau
needs. Examples include costs attributed to writing and graphic designer support, room rental fees, print
advertising, printing, social media buys, Black, Indigenous, and people of color (BIPOC) community
outreach advertising, and more.
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During the pandemic, the Communications team continued to be creative in effectively reaching our
communities, especially our multilingual, houseless, low-income, and disability communities. More
importantly, because we were not able to gather in-person, creative accommodations such as CART
captioning, American Sign Language (ASL) support, simultaneous interpretation of various languages, and
video, streaming, and conference call support became necessary. These accommodations will continue in FY
2022-23, as well as investments in more refined web-based software and technology to allow for simple,
visual, and easy-to-understand collateral and informational materials.
More emphasis and bridging are required as our bureau works toward building stronger communicationrelated partnerships to help with our amplification and engagement efforts.
The FY 2022-23 budget sets a foundation for all bureau programs, as many of the programs are requiring
foundational communications support and are using disparate, siloed processes. The budget builds
consistent, streamlined foundations to help programs work together.
While the Communications team has made significant advances in achieving its plan and have the metrics
to support that. The void of this team’s presence within the bureau before 2019 proved to be a great
challenge. The Communications team serves the foundational communication needs the bureau requires as
we work with our communities to create adaptive governance, inclusive structures, and empowered
Portlanders.

Program Budget
Actuals
FY 2019-20
Bureau Expenditures
Personnel Services
External Materials and Services
Internal Materials and Services
Bureau Expenditures Total
Requirements Total

FTE

Actuals
FY 2020-21

Revised
FY 2021-22

Requested Base
FY 2022-23

Requested with DP
FY 2022-23

12,653
11,740
0
24,393
24,393

162,803
62,243
29,080
254,126
254,126

298,863
84,547
31,694
415,104
415,104

216,579
83,200
34,267
334,046
334,046

216,579
83,200
34,267
334,046
334,046

1.40

1.45

1.45

1.40

1.40

Budget Narrative
Resources:

General Fund.

Expenses:

Personnel, contract services, technology, software, advertising, amplification, local
travel, language, and accommodations. Communication expenses relate to content
development, graphic design, and the production of materials in print, digital, and
social media formats.

Staffing:

No change.
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Assets and
Liabilities:

None.

Program Information
Contact:

Daniel McArdle-Jaimes

Phone Contact:

503-865-6661

Website:

www.portlandoregon.gov/civic
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Community Safety
Program Description & Goals
The goal of the Community Safety Program is to use a holistic approach to public safety that build and
strengthen partnerships and systems that prioritize health and wellbeing, opportunity-building, and
prevention. In FY 2021-22, we began a program assessment and alignment to build upon this model.
In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, employees from Civic Life programs served in the City’s
Emergency Coordination Center (ECC). This created an opportunity to apply different program
perspectives to the issues at hand. This collaboration supports the development of equitable, engagementbased strategies of safety centering communities most impacted by systemic inequities.

Performance Measures

Performance
Number of Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED)
assessments completed (previously Site Security Assessments)
Number of Neighbors Together Community Engagement and Education
Trainings

Actuals
FY 2019-20
22
76

Actuals
FY 2020-21

Target
2021-22
4

50

Target
FY 2022-23
50

67

250

250

Strategic
Target
200
400

Explanation of Services
We continue to learn from communities that they feel safe when they are respected, valued, and have access
to a full range of resources. Our services help Portlanders connect on issues that are important to them,
support community-led safety initiatives, and help navigate resources.
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The Community Safety Program offers these key services at no cost to community members:


Neighbors Together Community Engagement and Education focuses on
community building and collaborative solutions to community safety. These
activities support neighbors to work with each other, the City, and the
community to address a range of public safety considerations such as active
transportation, emergency preparedness, personal safety, youth safety, and
more.



Multilingual and multicultural organizing and trainings to address community
safety issues.



Support for Community Resiliency, including de-escalation and emergency
preparedness, and promoting trauma-informed models in community safety
efforts.



Connections to other bureau, City, and County programs through partnerships
and program integration, including Portland United Against Hate, and
Multnomah County Juvenile Justice.



Empower youth in safety structures, restorative justice, and leadership
development.



Consultations on Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED)
assessments to offer options on how to help manage and create safe spaces and
make them less vulnerable to harm. This includes promoting place-making and
the potential for safety for all by activating spaces for inclusive and positive
activity (crime prevention through community building).

Equity Impacts
The simultaneous pandemics of COVID-19 and racism have revealed that we must:


Shift investment to BIPOC communities most impacted by systemic racism and
inequities around preparedness and safety, and support communities before
and after disasters occur.



Find new ways to engage communities; prioritize community-led safety and
resilience initiatives.



Engage in creative collaboration to support social safety nets that address the
roots of creating safe communities such as access to healthcare, housing, jobs,
education, and more.

The strategic program evolution from crime prevention to community safety over the last three years was
necessary in order to focus on community care that goes beyond protection of property. This has meant a
shift from reactive fear-based models of public safety to a social determinants model.
A care-based social determinants model of community safety will require more investment in program
development and redesign to include intentional funding of community-led safety initiatives that prioritize
BIPOC communities; hiring diverse staff that specialize in focus areas such as youth, disability, houseless,
and immigrant communities; and that prioritizes building community capacity to address the root causes of
individual, community, and structural vulnerability.
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Changes to Program
The program has evolved to reflect a care-based approach to safety. The focus of crime prevention and
community safety has shifted to community building and resiliency, rather than patrolling neighborhoods.
We expanded our multifaceted safety approach by working with the County on violence prevention and
youth mental health, and with Aging & Disability efforts to address social isolation.
The program structure reflects evolving program design and function. Working in a social determinants of
community safety framework, civic engagement will touch all areas including capacity building around
anti-racism, implicit bias, and trauma-informed resiliency.


Centering BIPOC and other marginalized communities through leadership
development, youth-led initiatives, restorative justice approaches, and safety/
resiliency outreach and education.



Collaborating with partner bureaus and community organizations to develop
scalable train-the-trainer de-escalation models, placemaking, and capacity
building with community volunteers.

Civic Life is undergoing a soft reorganization to better align the Neighborhood Outreach & Support
Services program with the emerging demographics of the City. To this end, we are creating a Community
Access Program that will include the Multnomah Youth Commission and The Immigrant & Refugee
Program. To support this program, we will be reassigning one supervisor and two coordinator level
positions from the Community Safety Program to the Neighborhood Outreach & Support Services Program.
Further reorganization to augment impact to neighborhoods are anticipated as part of our Strategic
Planning process launched in FY 2021-22.

Program Budget
Actuals
FY 2019-20
Bureau Expenditures
Personnel Services
External Materials and Services
Internal Materials and Services
Bureau Expenditures Total
Requirements Total

FTE

Actuals
FY 2020-21

Revised
FY 2021-22

Requested Base
FY 2022-23

Requested with DP
FY 2022-23

1,104,673
4,094
161,650
1,270,418
1,270,418

1,195,219
23,854
147,580
1,366,653
1,366,653

1,006,802
22,468
269,837
1,299,107
1,299,107

1,378,496
21,968
259,011
1,659,475
1,659,475

1,378,496
21,968
259,011
1,659,475
1,659,475

12.00

13.00

11.00

11.33

11.33

Budget Narrative
Resources:
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General Fund.
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Expenses:

Personnel, program development, food, travel, and accommodations expenses such
as language interpretation, childcare, bus tokens, etc.

Staffing:

No change.

Assets
and Liabilities:

There are two vehicles associated with the program.

Program Information
Program Contact:

Michael Montoya

Contact Phone:

503-865-6104

Website:

www.portlandoregon.gov/civic/28395
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Constructing Civic Dialogues
Program Description & Goals
As part of the Community & Neighborhood Involvement Center (CNIC), the Constructing Civic Dialogues
program was introduced in 2018 to complement and expand upon mediation services for neighbors. The
program’s purpose is to use upstream models to foster understanding of different perspectives, productive
public dialogue, and constructive conversations to create a Portland where we all belong.
Goals for this program continue to be:


Support culturally and linguistically specific organizations to create more
holistic community dialogues.



Support tool development for culturally-appropriate conflict resolution for City
employees and the public.



Support development of trainings for City employees and the public.



Provide neighbor-to-neighbor mediation.

To be counted toward the “new partnerships“ metric below, community groups will not have had an
agreement with the bureau within the past five years.

Performance Measures

Performance
Number of new partnerships with community groups

Actuals
FY 2019-20
31

Actuals
FY 2020-21

Target
2021-22
9

Target
FY 2022-23
6

Strategic
Target
6

6

Explanation of Services
Through a competitive granting process, community partners have been selected to participate in the
delivery of “upstream conflict resolution” and to meet semiannually to share and process growth and
learning with each other. These partners expand neighborhood mediation services and support an
additional projected 1,600 people through training, dialogue, conversation, services, and events.
Grants that began in FY 2021-22 are expected to renew through FY 2022-23 for a total of three years based on
the delivery of mutually agreed upon services.
Services and training are offered free of charge through City of Portland networks so that community
members are better supported to engage with each other, and City employees are better equipped to engage
Portlanders. These networks include City bureaus, advisory boards and commissions, and community
partners such as neighborhood coalitions and Diversity and Civic Leadership partners.
Civic Life staff will support the outreach and engagement of participants for the training through City
communications, Civic Life’s website, and social media. Language and accessibility accommodations will be
available.
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The Constructing Civic Dialogues program evolved from funding neighbor-to-neighbor mediation
exclusively to a broader range of services that invest in the capacity of community members to use
“upstream” solutions to address conflict. This means providing people better tools and training for
engaging each other before third-party mediation is needed. As our city continues to diversify, this
expanded model hopes to help build bridges in communities of various cultures, ages, abilities, and races.
Building ways of disagreeing without divisiveness, but with a clearer sense of systemic factors, will help
Portland be a more welcoming place for all.

Equity Impacts
This program aims to bridge conversations and create spaces for dialogue between people across
generational and racial divides, language barriers, geographic locations, and more. Working “upstream,”
this program builds understanding for how to engage in constructive conflict and how to reflect upon
personal biases and systemic barriers, to address conflict in a constructive way. This program also provides
culturally appropriate, multilingual services. The work is centered on Portlanders who need it most, who
have not always had the access to City services, and whose populations may be overrepresented in conflicts
because of implicit and explicit biases. Having partners and participants question how we maintain a sense
of belonging amid struggle and disagreement is critical to this work.
The nation’s criminal legal systems disproportionately target people with disabilities, people affected by
poverty, older adults, people living with addiction, unhoused people, Black people, Indigenous people, and
People of Color (BIPOC). The City has a responsibility to create space for training that will cultivate the
skills for Portlanders to understand our own biases and engage in constructive conflict. Trainings in FY
2022-23 will focus on conflict resolution, problem solving, non-violent communication, Transformative and
Restorative Justice, and civic organizing. At its core, Constructing Civic Dialogues enables participants to
take concrete steps to interrupt communication styles that perpetuate personal biases and develop skills
needed to confront larger systems of oppression.

Changes to Program
In FY 2022-23, we welcome a new cohort of Constructing Civic Dialogue grantees and anticipate an
enhanced focus on the equity impacts described above. As the City of Portland and the United States is
enveloped in a racial reckoning, this program emerges as critical for developing a path forward together.

Program Budget
Actuals
FY 2019-20
Bureau Expenditures
External Materials and Services
Bureau Expenditures Total
Requirements Total

212,117
212,117
212,117

Actuals
FY 2020-21

245,074
245,074
245,074

Revised
FY 2021-22

248,319
248,319
248,319

Requested Base
FY 2022-23

257,755
257,755
257,755

Requested with DP
FY 2022-23

257,755
257,755
257,755

Budget Narrative
Resources:

General Fund.
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Expenses:

Grants to community partners to provide training and services at no cost to
community and City networks.

Staffing:

No change.

Assets
and Liabilities:

None.

Program Information
Program Contact

Michael Montoya

Contact Phone

503-865-6104

Website

www.portlandoregon.gov/civic/60549
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Diversity & Civic Leadership
Program Description & Goals
The city has a long and rich history of Portlanders engaging in government. Yet our Black, Indigenous, and
People of Color (BIPOC) communities often face disproportionate barriers to civic engagement. These
include language access, social and economic factors, connection to and understanding our systems, and a
civic home — a place of belonging and ownership. The nonpartisan Integrated Voter Engagement
framework offers an effective way to increase civic engagement among Portland’s BIPOC communities,
offering proven strategies to building long-term community power. These strategies include integrating
year-round nonpartisan voter engagement with community organizing activities, developing strong
leaders, organizing and mobilizing communities, getting out the vote, registering voters, engaging and
educating the electorate, and achieving policy impact.
We use this framework to build on the Diversity & Civic Leadership (DCL) Program. The DCL Program
offers grants to BIPOC-led, community-based organizations to design and implement culturally competent
leadership development, civic engagement, and community organizing programs. DCL’s FY 2022-23
partners are Immigrant & Refugee Community Organization, Latino Network, Momentum Alliance, Native
American Youth & Family Center, Unite Oregon, and Urban League.
Now in its 13th year, DCL is positioned to offer enhanced responses to changing community needs. The
DCL cohort will continue to engage the community and provide leadership and educational opportunities
for community members. The program will hold more trainings and community events in the new year,
focusing on issues such as housing, jobs, community development, education, criminal justice, voting
protections, systemic racism, behavioral and public health, and environmental justice.

Performance Measures

Performance
Number of new partnerships with community groups

Actuals
FY 2019-20
31

Actuals
FY 2020-21

Target
2021-22
9

Target
FY 2022-23
6

Strategic
Target
6

6

Explanation of Services
Portland’s investment in the DCL program is yielding significant impact as the metropolitan region
responds to increasing pressures to adapt, grow, and change in an increasingly complex socio- economic,
political, and climate-impacted environment. These pressures are building even as our City works to evolve
responsibly beyond the historically oppressive ideologies and practices such as Manifest Destiny,
colonialism, and capitalism fueled by slavery and patriarchy, now further compounded by the crises of
COVID-19 and anti-Blackness. DCL partner organizations are on the frontlines of these crises, responding to
emerging community needs and providing innovative, community-based solutions.
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The DCL program has created a powerful partnership between culturally specific organizations and the
City. This has been foundational to the collaboration between government and community-based
organizations led by BIPOC, immigrant, and refugee communities to provide vital information and
services. While DCL partners are responding to urgent community needs, they also serve as a civic home for
advocacy and participation in critical decision-making at the City, County, State, and federal levels. Through
the DCL Program, our six partner organizations will be focused on three interdependent goals:


Increase community building and civic engagement opportunities for BIPOC
communities working toward equitable outcomes for all Portlanders.



Design and implement cohort-based models for leadership development and
civic engagement. Support communities in pursuing forms of governance that
reflect their lived experience, values, and aspirations.



Build connections across community and advocacy groups.

While we value long-term investments in an effective set of community partners, we also recognize that
DCL needs to expand to support the community-based infrastructure truly needed to engage Portland’s
BIPOC communities. With help from a broad set of partners, we will reimagine, redesign, and implement a
program that better meets the ever-changing civic engagement needs of our communities.

Equity Impacts
DCL leaders, alumni, and partnering organizations continue to shape more equitable, just, and healthy
outcomes for all Portlanders. The DCL Program’s equity impact includes:
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Community-led civic engagement infrastructure for BIPOC, immigrant, and
refugee communities.



Culturally specific, in-language training that develops leadership skill and
advances awareness of social and racial justice issues, government processes,
and organizing and advocacy strategies.



Increased engagement by BIPOC, immigrant, and refugee communities in City,
County, State, and federal issues, setting policy priorities and working with
government to advance them.



Ongoing restructuring of this program to create more partnerships and
stronger representation among underrepresented communities.



Continued community support through our community health, housing
assistance, senior services, workforce development, youth and education, and
advocacy and engagement programs. With the approval of additional rental
housing assistance, we will continue to work with people to ensure that they
remain in their homes.



Going into the short legislative session, DCL will educate and engage our
communities on the City Charter and legislative processes, and facilitate civic
engagement.
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Changes to Program
In FY 2022-23, Civic Life, DCL, and other community partners will discuss strengthening the impact of this
program and refining metrics, including future DCL Cohort funding through a competitive process.

Program Budget
Actuals
FY 2019-20
Bureau Expenditures
Personnel Services
External Materials and Services
Internal Materials and Services
Bureau Expenditures Total
Requirements Total

FTE

Actuals
FY 2020-21

Revised
FY 2021-22

Requested Base
FY 2022-23

Requested with DP
FY 2022-23

60,085
852,540
6,263
918,888
918,888

59,574
846,212
5,014
910,800
910,800

60,020
851,646
10,558
922,224
922,224

63,309
884,009
11,008
958,326
958,326

63,309
884,009
11,008
958,326
958,326

0.50

0.50

0.50

0.50

0.50

Budget Narrative
Resources:

General Fund.

Expenses:

Personnel, grants to community partners, food, language and other
accommodations, local travel, equipment, and program expenses.

Staffing:

No change.

Assets
and Liabilities:

None.

Program Information
Program Contact:

Shuk Arifdjanov

Contact Phone:

503-823-5917

Website:

https://www.portlandoregon.gov/civic/45147
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Graffiti
Program Description & Goals
The Livability Program within the Office of Community & Civic Life houses three programs that directly
impact the lives and health of all Portlanders. The Graffiti Abatement team implements Title 14B.80 and
works with Portlanders to embrace and preserve the beauty and livability of their communities by reducing
the negative impacts of unauthorized graffiti.
The program serves as a clearing house to report graffiti to the City and access removal resources. The
program also provides guidance to community members, works collaboratively with local volunteers and
groups, and supports local community art projects.
The program works with community partners to provide free graffiti removal services to small businesses,
nonprofit organizations, and residents, and works with local arts organizations to promote and protect
murals. Graffiti removal services can range from basic painting and pressure-washing to highly specialized
art restoration and preservation. The City contracting these specialized services allows for less burden on
the community to manage graffiti removals, as well as managing accumulated graffiti.

Performance Measures

Performance
Square footage covered with graffiti removal supplies by volunteers
Total cost per square foot of graffiti removed with graffiti specialized contracts
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Actuals
FY 2019-20
50,350.00
$1.46

Actuals
FY 2020-21
97,200.00
$2.00

Target
2021-22
60,000.00
$1.50

Target
FY 2022-23
300,000.00
$3.25

Strategic
Target
100,000.00
$3.25
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Explanation of Services
The Graffiti Program processes and assigns graffiti reports. The program is responsible for referring graffiti
reports to the appropriate property owner for removal. Reports of hate- and gang-related graffiti are given
highest priority for removal, and the Graffiti team dispatches these removal jobs to contractors for removal
as soon as the reports are received. The team also offers proactive, and responsive and on-call removal
services:


Proactive: Contractors offer removal assistance to property owners
experiencing graffiti vandalism, rather than waiting for it to be reported. These
services are provided on designated routes with high graffiti activity.



Responsive and On-Call: These services are available to residents, small
businesses (with ten or fewer employees), and nonprofit organizations in
Portland.



Minority, women, and emerging small business (MWESB): Due to extended
timelines for contracting projects in Procurement Services and a pause during
the pandemic, the MWESB contracting opportunity took longer than expected.
The MWESB Request for Proposal process was resumed at the beginning of FY
2020-21 and the RFP closed mid-January 2021. Then, four additional contractors
were chosen and contracts executed for up to $100,000 over the next five years.
Onboarding and training these contractors has been delayed due to
amendments necessary to accommodate the need to pay prevailing wages and
supply chain delays.

Continuing into FY 2022-23, the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic and protest activity remains a trigger
for widespread graffiti, and prompted City Council to provide a one-time allocation of $2.76 million dollars.
This money will help create more efficient tracking and response to graffiti, and give funding for immediate
removals and sustainable partnerships.
Over the first half of FY 2020-21, the program received 3,777 graffiti reports and during the first half of FY
2021-22, the program received over 6,051 graffiti reports. This is a continuation of the trend that began in FY
2019-20, when reports increased 460%. These numbers are far above pre-pandemic levels. The program’s
pre-pandemic annual on-call budget was typically reserved for graffiti removal and mural preservation
services for private property locations. The program has relaxed these limits to provide more complex
removals, expand mural preservation services, and provide more proactive routes.
In accordance with City and Bureau equity commitments, we worked to remove racial and social justice
themed graffiti with sensitivity and care for our communities. Accomplishing this work has created
improved collaboration with new and old partners, multiple bureaus, and mayoral staff.

Equity Impacts
The inclusion of four new MWESB contracts in FY 2021-22 was a step towards promoting more equitable
business opportunities. We will increase the training and resources for these contractors in FY 2022-23.
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The proactive graffiti removal model has improved equitable services for all Portlanders. Contractors do
proactive work in areas of Portland that have had less frequently reported graffiti and less frequently
requested removal assistance. During FY 2022-23, the program will create a centralized tracking system for
requests that will apply more metrics toward identifying opportunities for equitable service delivery.
Compliance and enforcement efforts have been suspended for nearly six years due to lack of police
investigations and Graffiti Program staffing limitations. Enforcing City Codes 14B.80 and 14B.85 against
property owners and retailers when police do not have the resources would end up revictimizing those
already experiencing unauthorized graffiti. Additionally, enforcing this code with a single program
employee would create inequities by having to prioritize investigations and cases over one another. The
program continues to document and maintain records for follow up by law enforcement and aided in the
prosecution of several cases during FY 2021-22.
The simultaneous pandemics of COVID-19 and racism in America have exposed the need to preserve
expressions of racial and social justice speech. Removing hate speech and unauthorized graffiti requires
multiple ongoing strategies. The Graffiti Program has supported mural creation and preservation, enhanced
removal training, and provided equitable program activity for all areas of Portland.
The program will be partnering and piloting a neighborhood response group to respond to graffiti
complaints within City park properties during FY 2022-23. Our partnership with the Parks Bureau and
other City bureaus will continue to grow.

Changes to Program
During FY 2021-22, the Graffiti Program executed five graffiti removal contracts for MWESB vendors, four
of which were for $100,000 over 5 years, to help diversify the pool of businesses performing graffiti removal
services in Portland.
The program has one contract for proactive graffiti removal services, volunteer/mentoring training, and oncall services through FY 2021-22. The contract will be updated by the end of FY 2021-22 to expand the
program’s ability to spend down the one-time council funding of $2.76 million for removal services.
Recently, the State of Oregon, Bureau of Labor and Industries, and the Office of Management & Finance
advised that all contractors must be paid prevailing wages starting in spring of FY 2021-22.
In addition to bolstering services to private organizations and businesses, the Graffiti Program will hire a
limited term Office Support Specialist II to earn feedback from bureaus and agencies about the amount of
removal they do and how we can fill gaps in their services. We recently provided the additional funding to
cover the 15% gap in PBOT removal services. Partnerships with other bureaus and graffiti abatement
professionals are key to managing graffiti citywide.
These resources will allow the program to focus on hiring a Program Coordinator and provide additional
time to work with other City leaders to explore the right service model for this work moving forward.
A review of the current Graffiti Program codes highlighted the need for revision and realignment including
the creation of a working outline of the project plan, stakeholder involvement, and timeline. This will
continue to allow cross-bureau assessment of our Citywide graffiti removal system and funding that
responds to the current demand and is aligned with systems in other densifying cities.
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Program Budget
Actuals
FY 2019-20
Bureau Expenditures
Personnel Services
External Materials and Services
Internal Materials and Services
Bureau Expenditures Total
Requirements Total

FTE

Actuals
FY 2020-21

Revised
FY 2021-22

Requested Base
FY 2022-23

Requested with DP
FY 2022-23

173,890
462,311
21,414
657,616
657,616

160,904
648,840
25,919
835,664
835,664

202,834
3,270,880
32,833
3,506,547
3,506,547

173,668
557,102
36,337
767,107
767,107

253,740
1,613,756
38,683
1,906,179
1,906,179

1.25

1.27

1.27

1.27

2.27

Budget Narrative
Resources:

General Fund.

Expenses:

Personnel, contracted graffiti removal services, materials, and supplies.

Staffing:

Add 1.0 FTE Limited Term, Office Support Specialist II.

Assets
and Liabilities:

There is one van associated with this program.

Program Information
Program Contact:

Kareen Perkins

Contact Phone:

503-865-6764

Website:

https://www.portlandoregon.gov/civic/32420
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Immigrant & Refugee
Program Description & Goals
The City of Portland has affirmed its values regarding immigrants and refugees through the passage of its
inclusive and welcoming Sanctuary City Resolution. Currently, 13.5% of Portland’s population are
immigrants, and one in 10 Oregonians are an immigrant or refugee. Due to important shifts in immigration
policy at both the national and state level, Oregon’s immigrant and refugee population will increase
exponentially over the next few years. Additionally, two new resettlement agencies and a State Office of
Immigrant and Refugee Advancement will increase the State’s capacity to relocate and welcome new
arrivals, highlighting the urgency in responding to the needs of this growing community.
At the same time, immigrants and refugees in Portland continue to face incredible barriers to participating
in decisions that impact their daily lives. These communities lack access to key conversations around issues
such as housing, public safety, education, mental health, and civic engagement. As a part of the Community
& Neighborhood Involvement Center (CNIC), the Immigrant & Refugee Program offers a multi-pronged,
community-centered, and collaborative approach to ensuring that Portland fully lives up to its status as an
inclusive and welcoming Sanctuary City.


The Immigrant & Refugee Program goals include:
Building pathways for immigrant and refugee Portlanders to engage in City
decision-making.



Collaborating with communities, elected officials, and bureaus to advocate for
policies that advance immigrant and refugee rights and support immigrant
integration.



Serving as a resource for City Council and other bureaus in their pursuits to
meet the needs of Portland’s immigrant and refugee communities through
programs, policies, and services.



Working with the Office of Government Relations to help build legislative
priorities in collaboration with communities impacted by immigration policy at
both local and federal levels.

To be counted toward the “new partnerships” metric below, community groups will not have had an
agreement with the bureau within the past five years.

Performance Measures

Performance
Number of new partnerships with community groups
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Actuals
FY 2019-20
31

Actuals
FY 2020-21

Target
2021-22
9

Target
FY 2022-23
6

Strategic
Target
6

6
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Explanation of Services
New Portlander
Policy Commission
(NPPC)

The NPPC’s charge is to advise on policies and practices that integrate immigrant
and refugee communities’ voices and needs into the provision of City services, City
decision-making, and civic engagement in Portland. City staff provide support to
commission members to advance their priorities and serve as a bridge between the
NPPC, City Council, and other bureaus. The NPPC supports the City’s equity
initiatives by:


Reviewing and refining past recommendations on immigrant and refugee
policies and practices,



Developing policy and practice recommendations for improving immigrant
and refugee integration,



Providing expert support and technical advice to City Council, City bureaus,
connecting schools, state and federal agencies around developing and
implementing immigrant and refugee policies and practices.

Adapt to Impact
Collaboration

Program staff collaborate with and inform strategies undertaken by Adapt to
Impact, integrating immigrant and refugee perspectives and experiences. This
includes working with City bureaus and immigrant and refugee community
partnerships to design, develop, and deliver services that will directly impact
Portland’s immigrant and refugee communities in a positive way.

Local and National
Advocacy Networks

Federal policies continue to disproportionately impact the day-to-day lives of
immigrant and refugee Portlanders. Program staff will collaborate with local and
national immigrant and refugee networks whose efforts align with Civic Life and
City values to collect data, research, and model policies from across the nation to
inform the NPPC, City Council, and other bureaus; build relationships and
collaborate with local community-based organizations; and identify urgent
opportunities to provide City input on federal changes to immigrant and refugee
policy.
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Equity Impacts
The Immigrant & Refugee program emerged out of equity concerns expressed in these communities about
how they would like to engage with the City. Growing research confirms the deep disparities that impact
immigrant and refugee communities, including a lack of representation and collective voice at the City level.
The program will continue to develop the tools to address equity needs of these communities by:


Developing infrastructure for a tailored, population-specific approach to
leadership development that addresses the unique needs of immigrants and
refugees from a wide variety of backgrounds.



Increasing and broadening recruitment for the New Portlander Policy
Commission, specifically focusing on more inclusive representation from
underrepresented immigrant communities.



Development of a policy agenda that voices the needs and aspirations of policy
stakeholders that may otherwise be unacknowledged.



Civic education and practice vital to advancing a robust and healthy
democracy.

Changes to Program
Last year, we launched Portland’s first Immigrant and Refugee Welcoming Week. This year, we plan to grow
and expand this opportunity with additional community-led events with broader inter-bureau
participation.
We will also pilot our Intercultural Dialogues Program in partnership with a wide spectrum of stakeholders.
This immigrant specific space will focus on relationship building and unpacking community-centered
issues.
In addition, our program will focus on increased data collection and visualization, policy analysis,
advocacy, organizing, and other leadership capacity building. In FY 2019-20, we redesigned the Immigrant
& Refugee program and staff positions to better support these functions. A solid base was built in FY 202122 and these efforts will continue in FY 2022-23.
With the expansion of Welcoming Week activities, we are asking for a one-time only communications,
outreach, and accommodations budget ask of $20,777, and we intend to ask for ongoing budget requests in
order to serve and reach Portland’s immigrant and refugee communities.
Civic Life is undergoing a soft reorganization to better align the Neighborhood Outreach & Support
Services program with the emerging demographics of the City. To this end, we are creating a Community
Access Program that will include the Multnomah Youth Commission and The Immigrant & Refugee
Program. To support this program, we will be reassigning one supervisor and two coordinator level
positions from the Community Safety Program to the Neighborhood Outreach & Support Services Program.
Further reorganization to augment impact to neighborhoods are anticipated as part of our Strategic
Planning process launched in FY 2021-22.
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Program Budget
Actuals
FY 2019-20
Bureau Expenditures
Personnel Services
External Materials and Services
Internal Materials and Services
Bureau Expenditures Total
Requirements Total

FTE

Actuals
FY 2020-21

Revised
FY 2021-22

Requested Base
FY 2022-23

Requested with DP
FY 2022-23

128,825
6,409
11,863
147,097
147,097

98,949
10,837
22,545
132,330
132,330

175,677
11,550
30,924
218,151
218,151

196,412
14,625
33,105
244,142
244,142

196,412
35,402
33,105
264,919
264,919

1.50

1.50

1.48

1.48

1.48

Budget Narrative
Resources:

General Fund

Expenses:

Personnel, local travel, food, community engagement expenses, translation and
interpretation, and other program expenses.

Staffing:

No change.

Assets
and Liabilities:

None.

Program Information
Program Contact:

Touk Keo

Contact Phone:

503-865-6133

Website:

https://www.portlandoregon.gov/civic/62226
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Liquor Licensing
Program Description & Goals
The Livability Program within the Office of Community & Civic Life supports three programs that directly
impact the lives and health of all Portlanders. The Liquor Licensing Program is dedicated to facilitating
strong relationships between community members and businesses. The program ensures that all liquor
outlets meet community expectations, follow local regulations, and contribute to the vitality of Portland
communities. The program is a resource for license holders, State and City agencies, and community
members seeking information about licensing and strategies for collaboration and community-building.

Performance Measures

Performance
Percentage of annual licenses renewed online
Number of total liquor license applications processed

Actuals
FY 2019-20
29%
1,905

Actuals
FY 2020-21
12%
3,702

Target
2021-22
25%
2,000

Target
FY 2022-23
15%
2,000

Strategic
Target
90%
2,500

Explanation of Services
The Liquor Licensing Program receives and processes liquor license applications within the City of
Portland. While the Oregon Liquor Control Commission (OLCC) holds sole authority to grant, deny, or
restrict a liquor license, this program is responsible for notification, collection, and referral of public
feedback on new liquor licenses applications, and reviews applicant and location histories.
The program uses metrics to identify trends and gaps in program services and provides direction and
development of liquor licensing policy to City and State leadership. The program also coordinates with
Portland Police Bureau around licensing and ordinance enforcement for PCC 14B.120 and with other City
bureaus for integration of liquor licensing with other permit applications.

Equity Impacts
A review of program work through an equity lens led to the prioritization of improvements in the
application process and potential updates to 14B.100 and 14B.120. This included assessments of the
program’s relationship with Portland Police Bureau to create policy that ensures fair and equitable
application-required investigations. In FY 2022-23, staff will continue programmatic improvements to
update City Code, program administrative rules, and processes to support equitable outcomes for licensees
and communities severely delayed by COVID-19. For FY 2022-23, we anticipate a process to consult
licensees and other stakeholders as we design these improvements.
The program has previously identified that the Time, Place, Manner Code (PCC 14B.120) has the potential to
negatively impact the viability of a business, the vibrancy of a neighborhood, and the earning power of a
business owner. In FY 2020-21, staff conducted a review of the program functions, rules, and processes
through an equity lens and consequently ceased to implement this code with Bureau leadership support.
During FY 2022-23, the Liquor Licensing team will work with stakeholders to formally recommend that this
code language be removed from Title 14.
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Changes to Program
The Program Coordinator recently established a quarterly meeting with OLCC staff to coordinate changes
and improve communications. Licensees recently experienced changes due to HB2264 and the State alerted
licensees of the changes, but not local jurisdictions. As a result, the City and those we serve were not
prepared for the change and could not review the impact to our work.
FY 2020-21 Temporary Event License (TSL) income was limited by pandemic restrictions. So far in FY 202122, the program has received one-third the typical number of TSL applications. Renewals are expected
decrease slightly in FY 2021-22 due to State regulation changes that merged multiple licenses.
Annual applications numbers increased in FY 2020-21 as most annual applications were for expansions on
existing licenses, which we expect to continue into 2022. Annual mailing costs for the program increased
dramatically because of increased number of applications, population growth, and multi-modal building
that has increased the city’s density. The median number of pieces mailed per application more than
doubled from 2019 to 2021 (2019: 72; 2021: 159).
The economic and regulatory impacts of the pandemic and frequent policy changes at the State level create
increased complexity and workload for Liquor Program staff. The Oregon Revised Statutes cap on local
liquor processing fees ($35 for special events, $35 for renewal, and $75-100 for annual) prohibits the program
from expanding staff using a cost recovery funding model. This limit has not been raised for decades and
requires action by the Oregon legislature. Despite Liquor Licensing Program and the Office of Government
Relations efforts, this legislative change has been unsuccessful. The demand for administrative work leaves
less staff capacity for programmatic and policy work.
In 2022, staff will implement a change to allow liquor license fees to be paid online. This is an interim step
before the team transitions the entire process to a single online platform. The program has already
contributed to the funding of a licensee database obtained by the Cannabis Program, which Liquor will
implement in FY 2022-23. A review of liquor codes highlighted the need for revision and realignment.

Program Budget
Actuals
FY 2019-20
Bureau Expenditures
Personnel Services
External Materials and Services
Internal Materials and Services
Bureau Expenditures Total
Requirements Total

FTE
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Actuals
FY 2020-21

Revised
FY 2021-22

Requested Base
FY 2022-23

Requested with DP
FY 2022-23

246,956
1,541
42,258
290,755
290,755

261,926
22,023
60,989
344,937
344,937

294,554
24,380
60,266
379,200
379,200

320,770
26,900
77,556
425,226
425,226

320,770
26,900
77,556
425,226
425,226

2.44

2.52

2.52

2.52

2.52
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Budget Narrative
Resources:

Revenue generated from licensing fees and General Fund.

Expenses:

Personnel, additional staff training, software upgrades and licenses.

Staffing:

No change.

Assets
and Liabilities:

None

Program Information
Program Contact:

Kareen Perkins

Contact Phone:

503-823-6764

Website:

https://www.portlandoregon.gov/civic/32419
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Neighborhood Outreach & Support
Program Description & Goals
The Neighborhood Program aims to support formally-recognized neighborhood associations and cultivate
community networks to strengthen communication between the public and the City, increase community
participation in decision-making, and support community-driven projects. The program funds
geographically designated District Coalition Offices, four nonprofit-run and six City-run, and the Southwest
Community Services team. These teams serve 95 neighborhood associations and communities of identity
and interest.
The Neighborhood Program is currently evaluating how to better meet the community needs in an effective,
efficient, equitable manner aligned with the City values and COVID-19 relief.
To be counted toward the “new partnerships“ metric below, community groups will not have had an
agreement with the bureau within the past five years.

Performance Measures

Performance
Number of new partnerships with community groups

Actuals
FY 2019-20
31

Actuals
FY 2020-21

Target
2021-22
9

Target
FY 2022-23
6

Strategic
Target
6

6

Explanation of Services
Four Nonprofit
Coalitions

Central Northeast Neighbors (CNN), Northeast Coalition of Neighbors (NECN),
Neighbors West-Northwest (NWNW), South East Uplift (SEUL) — have
historically received grants from the City of Portland to meet neighborhood
association needs.
Services include:


Convene stakeholders to identify issues to address in their communities.



Coordinate efforts to resolve and advance critical community-identified issues,
share information to connect to City programs and services.



Respond to questions from the public regarding City, public, and nonprofit
agencies, functions, and contacts.



Provide advice on how to establish and maintain an organization, project
management, facilitate group processes, adhere to nonprofit regulations,
budgeting, and more.



Provide grant funding to neighborhood associations and community groups.



Provide liability insurance coverage for community groups and their projects
and activities.



Develop and implement training to meet community capacity-building needs.



Free access to meeting rooms and event equipment loans.
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Three City-staffed
teams

East Portland Community Office (EPCO), North Portland Neighborhood Services
(NPNS), and Southwest Community Services (SWCS)— parallel the work of the
nonprofits. In FY 2022-23, our services will emphasize equity, outreach, and digital
access in the pandemic era.
In addition to services listed above, the City-run teams plan to offer the
following:


Build a model for gathering community feedback and sharing data and analysis
with the public on equity initiatives and City interventions directed toward the
City’s core values.



Collaborate with Constructing Civic Dialogues to support neighbors and
community members participating in trainings to advance civil discourse,
dispute resolution, and de-escalation.



Collaborate with partners to increase digital access by offering equipment,
training, and computer time.



Support intersectional equity initiatives and projects, particularly for disability,
houseless, and youth communities.

As Civic Life aligns our programs with City values and priorities, Civic Life will require Neighborhood
teams to meet equity standards and financial best practices for both internal and external services. This
includes tracking and reporting on participant demographics, ensuring organizational leadership reflects
those they serve, building capacity to improve engagement of BIPOC communities, participation in
Constructing Civic Dialogues skill-building trainings, and other requirements. These organizations will
report their progress and will be held accountable, and given extra support, if not meeting these standards.
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Equity Impacts
Recognizing historical inequities and the City’s role in perpetuating them through its public involvement
investments, Civic Life seeks to transform the neighborhood system to better serve underserved and
marginalized communities and continuing to support neighborhood associations. Civic Life will continue to
identify service gaps and redirect funding to increase engagement and partnership with communities of
identity and interest, prioritizing BIPOC communities. Equity impacts of this program include:


Nonprofit District Coalition Offices with the board, staff, and volunteers that
reflect the neighborhoods they serve and that actively promote the leadership
of BIPOC, youth, immigrant and refugee, renter, disabled, and LGTBQ+
communities.



Neighborhood infrastructure that carries out education, training, and activities
to understand and undo impacts of white supremacy using social and racial
justice, and LGBTQ+ movement lessons as the foundation, and utilizes
programmatic practices that address bullying behavior, internalized
oppression, racism, sexism, homophobia, and other forms of oppression.



Neighborhood infrastructure that amplifies the voices of all residents, develops
community leadership, and fosters a culture of collaboration with volunteer
groups, community-based organizations, and City bureaus around shared
goals and the City’s values of Anti-Racism, Equity, Transparency,
Communication, Collaboration, and Fiscal Responsibility.



City-run teams that develop a unique model for community feedback and
public information sharing which centers individuals, households, and
communities that have received COVID-19 emergency responses and
interventions from the City (i.e., PDX Cares Cards).

Changes to Program
For FY 2022-23, we proposed the Small Grant Program should continue at $250,000 for all nonprofit and
City-staffed teams, and to restore program base funding to FY 2019-20 levels.
In FY 2022-23, Civic Life, District Coalition Offices and other community partners will continue to evaluate
the impact of this program, including considering ways to support the development of emerging
communities beyond neighborhood associations while still valuing current partners.
Civic Life has located alternate office space for EPCO, on the first floor of the Nick Fish Building owned by
Prosper Portland at Gateway Community Park. The bureau continues to work with the Office of
Management and Finance about financially sustainable and community-appropriate options.
Civic Life is undergoing a soft reorganization to better align the Neighborhood Outreach & Support
Services program with the emerging demographics of the City. To this end, we are creating a Community
Access Program that will include the Multnomah Youth Commission and The Immigrant & Refugee
Program. To support this program, we will be reassigning one supervisor and two coordinator level
positions from the Community Safety Program to the Neighborhood Outreach & Support Services Program.
Further reorganization to augment impact to neighborhoods are anticipated as part of our Strategic
Planning process launched in FY 2021-22.
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Program Budget
Actuals
FY 2019-20
Bureau Expenditures
Personnel Services
External Materials and Services
Internal Materials and Services
Bureau Expenditures Total
Requirements Total

Actuals
FY 2020-21

Revised
FY 2021-22

Requested Base
FY 2022-23

Requested with DP
FY 2022-23

1,078,844
3,647,633
123,081
4,849,558
4,849,558

1,087,576
3,764,958
107,495
4,960,029
4,960,029

1,202,003
2,450,820
132,517
3,785,340
3,785,340

1,244,733
1,525,075
125,480
2,895,288
2,895,288

1,244,733
1,898,411
125,480
3,268,624
3,268,624

9.20

8.46

10.25

10.25

10.25

FTE

Budget Narrative
Resources:

General Fund

Expenses:

Personnel, funding for the district coalitions, nonprofit and City-staffed offices,
local travel, language and other accommodation, food, and other program
expenses.

Staffing:

No change.

Assets
and Liabilities:

None.

Program Information
Program Contact:

Shuk Arifdjanov

Contact Phone:

503-823-5917

Website:

https://www.portlandoregon.gov/civic/28989
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Noise
Program Description & Goals
The Livability Program within the Office of Community & Civic Life supports three programs that directly
impact the lives and health of all Portlanders. The Noise Program implements Title 18 to provide education,
mitigation, and intervention steps when Code-established sound limits are exceeded.
The program provides balanced, proactive, and thoughtful consideration of ways sound impacts our
community. By recognizing, educating, and mitigating noise as an environmental factor we prevent
negative impacts upon health and quality of life of our communities. The team works with property owners
to reduce unnecessary and extreme sound to preserve the use, value, and enjoyment of property, conduct of
business, and recreation.
The Noise Code provides for a sole Noise Officer and a quasi-judicial volunteer Noise Review Board to
accomplish this work. This structure provides a unique opportunity for the Noise team to actively partner in
civic engagement, adapt to changing science and equitable governance practices, and build opportunities
for direct public involvement to create a more harmonious city for us all.

Performance Measures

Performance
Percentage of total cases of noise concerns that were closed

Actuals
FY 2019-20
28%

Actuals
FY 2020-21
29%

Target
2021-22
65%

Target
FY 2022-23
65%

Strategic
Target
75%

Explanation of Services
The Noise Program exists to prevent and resolve noise concerns in the community. The current team
consists of four full-time staff positions and a shared Livability Supervisor. Team members work with
community groups, acoustical professionals, and individuals to support a vibrant and thriving city. The
program works with a volunteer Noise Review Board, meeting once a month to set conditions for projects
that reduce community impacts. The Board is staffed by the Coordinator and the Noise Control Officer
serves as an ex officio member.
The team works to review and issue noise variances that allow vibrant cultural events in the city and
support development and infrastructure work. The Noise Program receives between 500-700 noise variance
requests annually, ranging from block parties to construction projects.
The Noise Program identifies noise negatively impacting the community by taking complaints of violations
of the Noise Code, investigating those complaints, and taking direct action to change the noise-generating
behavior. These complaints are received by one Office Support Specialist and a Noise Inspector position,
which is currently vacant. The subject of a complaint is first warned that there was a complaint and asked to
recognize and change their behavior. If this warning is not heeded, the next steps is to educate the subject
about their impact and how to reduce the noise. If these steps are not successful, the Code allows for
enforcement strategies to begin. This rarely results in fines and penalties.
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Equity Impacts
The current complaint-based system has empowered the voices of some community members while
creating a barrier for others. Often, more time is spent addressing issues that do not affect a diverse range of
community members. To encourage engagement from all communities, the Noise team has completed
translations of key documents into the languages on the City of Portland Language List.
Staff continue to develop relationships with different communities around Portland coordinate with the
Police Bureau, Emergency Communications, Parks Bureau, and Multnomah County for noise issues that are
beyond the scope of Title 18 and capacity of staff to address. The Police Bureau is an essential partner in
addressing these issues, as one Noise Officer and Inspector (vacant) are not able to respond with enough
immediacy to document these issues across the city. This upcoming year, staff with the Noise Program will
be coordinating with the Bureau of Emergency Operations to ensure that complaints filed through nonemergency numbers are also captured and followed-up on.
At a recent subcommittee meeting, neighbors in the North Portland area called attention to the lack of
diverse voices engaged. The Noise Program has begun to recruit for vacancies on the Noise Review Board
and staff through more diverse and inclusive outreach methods.

Changes to Program
In April of 2021, a long-time supervisor transitioned from BDS to the Livability Program. This change in
leadership, combined with a more hands on management approach, has resulted in a fresh review of the
operations of the team and delivery of services. This has directly resulted in changes to consistently review
and issue noise variance requests and accountability. The team continues to adopt more standardized
approaches and best practices for more transparent and coordinated processing of construction variances.
There are several emerging and ongoing noise issues are being addressed through a more direct educational
approach. The Noise team is exploring new technologies that can be used to assess noise levels and respond
and document complaints. This next fiscal year, the team will be providing more learning opportunities
intended to provide tools for ongoing and emerging noise issues through targeted communications to reopening businesses and video learning opportunities and meetings.
An internal review of Title 18 has highlighted the need for revisions and realignment. The Noise Program
will outline a project plan and earn stakeholder involvement and cross-bureau coordination to address
these needs. The current code to recover costs from enforcement actions is ineffective.

Program Budget
Actuals
FY 2019-20
Bureau Expenditures
Personnel Services
External Materials and Services
Internal Materials and Services
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482,664
7,015
81,016

Actuals
FY 2020-21

408,697
29,510
107,276

Revised
FY 2021-22

Requested Base
FY 2022-23

555,332
14,680
148,924

584,097
29,444
168,873

Requested with DP
FY 2022-23

584,097
29,444
168,873
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Program Budget

Bureau Expenditures Total
Requirements Total

Actuals
FY 2019-20
570,695
570,695

Actuals
FY 2020-21
545,483
545,483

Revised
FY 2021-22
718,936
718,936

4.56

4.65

4.65

FTE

Requested Base Requested with DP
FY 2022-23
FY 2022-23
782,414
782,414
782,414
782,414

4.65

4.65

Budget Narrative
Resources:

Revenue from variance application fees (increased annually by 5%, recommend
increasing to 7% FY 2022-23), citations and General Fund dollars. Historically,
revenue has been less than 50% of program expenses. The amount of revenue
raised from variance fees is reflective of trends in the construction industry.
COVID-19 impacts to revenue from variances has stabilized with the return of
more activities.
In addition, revenues for the Noise Program are limited to an extent due to the lack
of a citation fee increase since August 2001. We will revisit a new citation fee
structure after proposing updates to the Title 18 Noise Code.

Expenses:

Personnel, equipment maintenance, local travel, public notices, educational
resources, and program expenses.

Staffing:

No change.

Assets
and Liabilities:

The Noise Program owns four noise meters in good working order, and two
vehicles.

Program Information
Program Contact:

Kareen Perkins

Contact Phone:

503-865-6764

Website:

https://www.portlandoregon.gov/civic/63242
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Youth
Program Description & Goals
As a part of the Community & Neighborhood Involvement Center, the Multnomah Youth Commission
(MYC) is the official youth policy body for the City of Portland and Multnomah County. To date, the City of
Portland’s Youth program has revolved around developing an official channel to amplify youth perspectives
on critical City policy. Founded in 1996, the MYC is a joint program of the City of Portland and Multnomah
County per an intergovernmental agreement adopted in 2008. The MYC is a group of up to 42 majority
Black, Indigenous, and People of Color (BIPOC) young people, ages 13-21, who bring youth voices into
government to change policy and shift negative community perceptions about youth.
To be counted toward the “new partnerships” metric below, community groups will not have had an
agreement with the bureau within the past five years.

Performance Measures

Performance
Number of new partnerships with community groups

Actuals
FY 2019-20
31

Actuals
FY 2020-21

Target
2021-22
9

Target
FY 2022-23
6

Strategic
Target
6

6

Explanation of Services
The MYC is a diverse group of youth organizers and leaders dedicated to equity and justice, representing
youth who live, work, or attend school in Portland and Multnomah County. The MYC has made an
intentional and sustained effort to ensure that a majority of youth commissioners are BIPOC.
MYC work is guided by our Bill of Rights: Children + Youth, the Nation’s first bill of rights written by and
for youth. The MYC developed a community-engagement model that holds youth participatory action
research, policy creation and advocacy, and youth-adult partnership as its foundational underpinnings.
MYC’s current major policy focus areas were selected and led by youth. Past focuses areas include:
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Youth Against Violence committee: Eliminating police, gang, and sexual and
dating violence.



Transit and Environmental Equity Advocacy committee: Transit justice issues
and expanding Trimet’s YouthPass program regionwide.



Education/Youth Voice committee: Organizing nonpartisan civic engagement
around issues, hosting candidate forums and other elections engagement for
youth, and working to combat chronic absenteeism by pushing back high
school start times to 8:45 a.m. or later.
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Due to the COVID-19 pandemic and its impact on youth commissioners, the work of the MYC has and will
continue to shift to meet changing needs. The MYC will continue to focus on previously identified policy
priorities while responding to COVID-19 and racial justice in the following ways:


Addressing barriers for youth civic engagement including mental health
referrals, coaching support, and the digital divide by meeting youth
commissioner technology needs.



Adjusting and pivoting regular civic engagement programming to fit virtual
formats.

Equity Impacts
The Youth program has developed a robust, proactive approach to equity, with impacts including:


Education and training to understand and undo white supremacy culture using
social justice, racial justice, and LGBTQ+ movement lessons as the foundation.



Utilizing programmatic practices that confront bullying behaviors, internalized
oppression, racism, sexism, homophobia, and other oppressions.



Collective and collaborative decision making, with a focus on youth decisionmaking power.



Engaging youth as an underrepresented community in the current power
structure, and who also hold intersections with nearly all other historically
underrepresented communities.



Using wrap-around youth support strategies including leadership skills,
personal identity development, and adolescent development to prepare youth
to be at decision-making tables.



Having members from communities impacted by injustice through intentional
efforts to recruit BIPOC youth and build collaborative partnerships with
BIPOC- and youth-led organizations.



Advocating for City, County, and State policies and budgets that reflect the
priorities of youth. By supporting youth decision-making and engagement
opportunities, we will enhance the impact of ongoing advocacy and organizing
by youth leaders and youth-led groups.

Changes to Program
The Youth Program provides an exceptionally clear model for why developing civic engagement structures
for specific Portland populations is important in the cultivation of institutions that serve all. The Youth
Program is a collaboration and long-term partnership between City of Portland and Multnomah County.
In FY 2022-23, we will actively work to scale up MYC successes and ability to respond to changing needs to
support a broader segment of the youth population by having a larger policy impact. We will continue to
support the work and youth leadership with one youth intern through a Community Service Aide (CSA)
hire in FY 2022-2023. This will provide greater capacity for the Coordinator II to increase the impact of the
program.
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Further changes are necessary to respond to ongoing crises. The program has added budget expenses that
minimize the digital divide by meeting youth commissioner tech needs (laptops, tablets, wireless service),
and hire trainers to deepen participants’ understanding around racial justice. Long term, the program
would like to explore best practices to offering stipends to youth commissioners.
Civic Life is undergoing a soft reorganization to better align the Neighborhood Outreach & Support
Services program with the emerging demographics of the City. To this end, we are creating a Community
Access Program that will include the Multnomah Youth Commission and The Immigrant & Refugee
Program. To support this program, we will be reassigning one supervisor and two coordinator level
positions from the Community Safety Program to the Neighborhood Outreach & Support Services Program.
Further reorganization to augment impact to neighborhoods are anticipated as part of our Strategic
Planning process launched in FY 2021-22.

Program Budget
Actuals
FY 2019-20
Bureau Expenditures
Personnel Services
External Materials and Services
Internal Materials and Services
Bureau Expenditures Total
Requirements Total

FTE

Actuals
FY 2020-21

Revised
FY 2021-22

Requested Base
FY 2022-23

Requested with DP
FY 2022-23

126,613
13,121
10,352
150,086
150,086

143,250
5,435
9,672
158,357
158,357

176,238
47,800
36,569
260,607
260,607

191,398
49,600
40,554
281,552
281,552

191,398
49,600
40,554
281,552
281,552

1.00

1.90

1.90

1.90

1.90

Budget Narrative
Resources:

General Fund. Multnomah County also invests in the MYC independently through
staffing and program expenses.

Expenses:

Personnel, program expenses for food, transportation, travel, accommodations,
and other youth-related supports.

Staffing:

No change.

Assets
and Liabilities:

None.

Program Information
Program Contact:

Andrea Marquez

Contact Phone:

503-823-1848
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Website:

https://www.portlandoregon.gov/civic/66155
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Run Date & Time

Office of Community and Civic Life

Tuesday, January 18, 2022

PM1. Report for FY 2022-23 Requested Budget

4:03:12 PM

OUTCOME MEASURES
Performance Measure

KPM

FY 2019-20
Actuals

FY 2020-21
Actuals

FY 2021-22
YTD Actuals

FY 2022-23
Target

Strategic
Target

X

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

90.0%

NI_0083

Voter turnout as percentage of eligible voters

NI_0076

Number of new partnerships with community groups

31

9

10

6

6

NI_0084

Number of small business cannabis licensees

52

29

17

30

80

NI_0085

Number of cannabis licensees whose owners or staff have a
cannabis conviction

12

14

14

15

15

NI_0093

Square footage covered with graffiti removal supplies by
volunteers

50,350.00

97,200.00

318,762.00

300,000.00

100,000.00

FY 2019-20
Actuals

FY 2020-21
Actuals

FY 2021-22
YTD Actuals

FY 2022-23
Target

Strategic
Target

29%

12%

12%

15%

90%

FY 2019-20
Actuals

FY 2020-21
Actuals

FY 2021-22
YTD Actuals

FY 2022-23
Target

Strategic
Target

EFFICIENCY MEASURES
Performance Measure

NI_0096

KPM

Percentage of annual licenses renewed online

OUTPUT MEASURES
Performance Measure

KPM
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NI_0062

Number of Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design
(CPTED) assessments completed (previously Site Security
Assessments)

22

4

18

50

200

NI_0090

Number of Neighbors Together Community Engagement and
Education Trainings

76

67

61

250

400

NI_0092

Total cost per square foot of graffiti removed with graffiti
specialized contracts

$1.46

$2.00

$1.30

$3.25

$3.25

NI_0098

Percentage of active Marijuana Regulatory Licensees (MRLs)
that applied for the Social Equity Program

0

13.0%

80.0%

10.0%

15.0%

NI_0099

Percentage of programs in which Civic Life staff speak one or
more priority languages

53%

62%

69%

80%

100%

FY 2019-20
Actuals

FY 2020-21
Actuals

FY 2021-22
YTD Actuals

FY 2022-23
Target

Strategic
Target

WORKLOAD MEASURES
Performance Measure

KPM

NI_0071

Number of cannabis applications received

192

73

84

75

30

NI_0072

Number of cannabis licenses issued and renewed

303

329

395

375

350

NI_0086

Number of bureau consultations

7

2

0

3

5

NI_0094

Percentage of total cases of noise concerns that were closed

28%

29%

36%

65%

75%

NI_0095

Number of total liquor license applications processed

1,905

3,702

1,655

2,000

2,500

NI_0097

Number of Marijuana Regulatory License applications
processed for a change of ownership

18

51

58

25

25
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Run Date: 1/25/22
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Page 1 of 5

Run Time: 3:22:55 PM

DP: 13070 - Neighborhood Small Grants

DP Type

Priority

New

ADD

0

No

Package Description
$250,000 one-time funding for Neighborhood Coalition Offices for small grants to community groups.
Service Impacts
Maintains Coalition's ability to distribute small grants to community groups for various community based projects. The small grants were
removed from the ongoing budget in the FY2021-22 budget, but were restored with one-time funding. This request is a continuation of the
one-time restoration.
Equity Impacts
Small grants will enable Neighborhood Associations and other organizations to reach out to hard to reach members of their communities.
Pairing this ask with improved expectations of our NAs and Coalition Offices as well as augmented staff support.
Budget Detail

Fund
Major Object Name
100000

2022-23
Proposed-V54

2022-23
Approved - V55

2022-23 Adopted
- V56

Expense

External Materials and Servi

250,000

0

0

0

0

Sum:

250,000

0

0

0

0

General Fund Discretionary

250,000

0

0

0

0

Sum:

250,000

0

0

0

0

Sum:

0

0

0

0

0

Major Object Name
100000

2022-23 CBO
RecommendedV53

2022-23 Request
- V52 with DP

Revenue

City of Portland
Decision Package Summary

Run Date: 1/25/22

Details

Page 2 of 5

Run Time: 3:22:55 PM

DP: 13071 - Restoration of 5% cut to Neighborhood Co

DP Type

Priority

New

ADD

0

No

Package Description
5%, or $118,821 was cut from the ongoing budgets of the 7 Neighborhood Coalitions in the adopted budget for FY 2021-22. A restoration of
this funding was added back in one-time funds. This is a one-time request to replicate the one-time restoration of 5% cut, + 3.8% COLA for
a total of $123,336 of one-time funding to be added to the FY 2022-23 budget.
Service Impacts
Allows the Coalition offices to maintain service levels of FY2021-22.
Equity Impacts
These funds enable Neighborhood Coalition Offices to support Neighborhood Associations and other neighborhood groups to reach out and
involve hard to reach members of their communities. Pairing this request with improved expectations of our Neighborhood Associations and
Coalition Offices as well as augmented staff support.
Budget Detail

Fund
Major Object Name
100000

2022-23
Proposed-V54

2022-23
Approved - V55

2022-23 Adopted
- V56

Expense

External Materials and Servi

123,336

0

0

0

0

Sum:

123,336

0

0

0

0

General Fund Discretionary

123,336

0

0

0

0

Sum:

123,336

0

0

0

0

Sum:

0

0

0

0

0

Major Object Name
100000

2022-23 CBO
RecommendedV53

2022-23 Request
- V52 with DP

Revenue

City of Portland
Decision Package Summary

Run Date: 1/25/22

Details

Page 3 of 5

Run Time: 3:22:55 PM

DP: 13073 - Cannabis Emergency Relief Funds

DP Type

Priority

New

ADD

0

No

Package Description
Request for $500K one-time funding for Cannabis Emergency Relief Funds for relief to cannabis businesses suffering from COVID related
losses during the pandemic.
Service Impacts
Allows Cannabis Program partners to continue to provide emergency relief funds to those individuals and small businesses impacted by
COVID, wildfires, theft and violence.
Equity Impacts
Small businesses in this sector are the main site for supporting businesses locally owned by veterans, minorities and women.
Budget Detail

Fund
Major Object Name
227060

2022-23
Proposed-V54

2022-23
Approved - V55

2022-23 Adopted
- V56

Expense

External Materials and Servi

500,000

0

0

0

0

Sum:

500,000

0

0

0

0

Miscellaneous Fund Allocati

500,000

0

0

0

0

Sum:

500,000

0

0

0

0

Sum:

0

0

0

0

0

Major Object Name
227060

2022-23 CBO
RecommendedV53

2022-23 Request
- V52 with DP

Revenue

City of Portland
Decision Package Summary

Run Date: 1/25/22

Details

Page 4 of 5

Run Time: 3:22:55 PM

DP: 13075 - Welcoming week funds

DP Type

Priority

New

ADD

0

No

Package Description
$20,777 for New Portlander's program "Welcoming Week" event.
Service Impacts
Allows the Immigrant & Refugee Program to continue its “Welcoming Week” events for a second year.
Equity Impacts
Portland’s growing community of immigrants and refugees are an important part of our civic culture, economy and workforce. Welcoming
week is a small step to ensure that all Portlanders know that our City welcomes immigrants and refugees.
Budget Detail

Fund
Major Object Name
100000

2022-23
Proposed-V54

2022-23
Approved - V55

2022-23 Adopted
- V56

Expense

External Materials and Servi

20,777

0

0

0

0

Sum:

20,777

0

0

0

0

General Fund Discretionary

20,777

0

0

0

0

Sum:

20,777

0

0

0

0

Sum:

0

0

0

0

0

Major Object Name
100000

2022-23 CBO
RecommendedV53

2022-23 Request
- V52 with DP

Revenue

City of Portland
Decision Package Summary

Run Date: 1/25/22

Details

Page 5 of 5

Run Time: 3:22:55 PM

DP: 13086 - Graffiti one-time carryover plus OSSII

DP Type

Priority

New

NA

0

No

Package Description
Carryover of a portion of the one-time funding granted in the FY 2021-22 budget process, and adds an OSSII position.
Service Impacts
Ensures the continued removal of graffiti and the expansion of the coordination of abatement efforts. Allows for an additional 4 contractors to
be added to the removal expertise within the City.
Equity Impacts
New contractors were recruited through our State COBID Certified process. Better coordination and additional contractors allow for
abatement to be more broadly applied to all parts of the City including those areas normally neglected.
Budget Detail
2022-23 CBO
RecommendedV53

2022-23 Request
- V52 with DP

Fund
Major Object Name

2022-23
Proposed-V54

2022-23
Approved - V55

2022-23 Adopted
- V56

Expense

100000

External Materials and Servi

1,056,654

0

0

0

0

100000

Internal Materials and Servic

2,346

0

0

0

0

100000

Personnel

80,072

0

0

0

0

1,139,072

0

0

0

0

General Fund Discretionary

1,139,072

0

0

0

0

Sum:

1,139,072

0

0

0

0

Sum:

0

0

0

0

0

Sum:

Major Object Name
100000

Revenue

Position Detail
Job Class - Name

FTE

Salary

Supplemental

Benefit

Total

30000012 - Office Support Specialist II

1.00

46,946

0

29,534

80,072

Total

1.00

46,946

0

29,534

80,072

FY 2022‐23 Requested Budget Five Year Plan
General Fund – Office of Community & Civic Life

Plan Overview
Civic Life expects the following non‐discretionary revenue sources within the general fund:
noise variance revenues, liquor license revenues, and interagency revenues. In general, these
revenue sources supplement General Fund resources for the programs that generate the
revenues. As our costs continue to rise, through inflationary factors and increased PERS rates,
our non‐discretionary revenues generally fail to keep pace requiring additional future increases
to our General Fund support.

Revenue Assumptions
Noise revenues increase by 5% per year based on current levels. Liquor revenues increase at
2.5% per year. General fund revenues fill the gap between expected expenses and expected
program revenue.

Revenue Risks to Forecast
Noise revenues are extremely volatile: In the last 5 years, noise revenues have ranged from
$119,000 up to $290,000. Current noise revenues are adversely affected by COVID restrictions
on large gatherings that typically would require a noise permit. These so called “regular” noise
variances generally form the basis of the noise program revenues, with “construction”
variances typically making up the more variable portion of revenues. For the purposes of this
forecast, we are NOT using the current reduced revenue factors. We do expect noise revenues
to return to former levels, the question we don’t know the answer to is “when” that will
happen. The noise team and Civic Life management will be closely tracking the trends in noise
revenues to match revenue projections to actuals and making changes quickly as necessary.
The liquor lobby is always attempting to reduce licensing fees, and no increase in fees has been
seen in almost 2 decades. All increases in liquor licensing revenues have been through
corresponding volume increases. At some point, we may reach a saturation point where
revenues will discontinue their fairly steady increase we have seen over the past several years.
Liquor licensing revenues have also seen reductions due to COVID, again related to the lack of
many in‐person events that require temporary sales licenses, though the liquor revenue
reductions have been much smaller, and are likely to rebound rather quickly once the current
health crisis is overcome. Liquor license revenues are being budgeted for in FY 2022‐23 at
somewhat “normal” levels. Civic Life staff will be closely monitoring liquor license revenues in
the next fiscal year in the event that recovery from COVID restrictions affects revenues, and will
act quickly to ensure budgetary flexibility.

Expenditure Assumptions

FY 2022‐23 Requested Budget Five Year Plan
Expenditures are assumed at current service levels, increasing for inflationary factors plus
anticipated increased PERS costs.

Expenditure Risks to the Forecast and Confidence Level
Since the forecast assumes current service levels, the risks are that service levels change. We
do not currently expect current service levels to change.

Civic Life General Fund
CY
Estimate

FY 202223
Plan

FY 202324
Plan

FY 2024-25
Plan

FY 202526
Plan

FY 202627
Plan

Beginning Fund Balance

0

0

0

0

0

0

Taxes

0

0

0

0

0

0

Licenses & Permits

0

0

0

0

0

0

275,000

415,000

430,250

446,125

462,653

479,863

0

0

0

0

0

0

11,600

11,850

12,100

12,350

12,600

12,850

Fund Transfers - Revenue

0

0

0

0

0

0

Bond & Note Proceeds

0

0

0

0

0

0

Miscellaneous
General Fund Discretionary &
Overhead

0

0

0

0

0

0

9,013,400

9,982,803

10,255,883

10,507,214

10,744,482

10,986,960

Resource Total

9,300,000

10,409,653

10,698,233

10,965,689

11,219,735

11,479,673

Expenditures

CY
Estimate

FY 202223
Plan

FY 202324
Plan

FY 2024-25
Plan

FY 202526
Plan

FY 202627
Plan

Personnel

4,500,000

5,779,628

5,938,568

6,087,032

6,223,990

6,364,030

External Materials and Services

3,900,000

3,623,578

3,725,038

3,818,164

3,909,800

4,003,635

900,000

1,006,447

1,034,628

1,060,493

1,085,945

1,112,008

Capital Outlay

0

0

0

0

0

0

Debt Service

0

0

0

0

0

0

Fund Transfers - Expense

0

0

0

0

0

0

Contingency

0

0

0

0

0

0

Debt Service Reserves

0

0

0

0

0

0

9,300,000

10,409,653

10,698,233

10,965,689

11,219,735

11,479,673

44.50

44.50

44.50

44.50

44.50

44.50

Resources

Charges for Services
Intergovernmental
Interagency Revenue

Internal Materials and Services

Expense Total

Planned FTE Total

FY 2022‐23 Requested Budget Five Year Plan

Cannabis Fund – Office of Community & Civic Life

Plan Overview
The Cannabis program was started mid‐year of FY15‐16, making FY 2022‐23 the 8th year of its
existence. In the first two full fiscal years of implementation, revenues exceeded program costs
by over $1 million, which is now held in reserve. Fees were reduced for FY 2018‐19, in response
to the excess revenues but revenues have still exceeded expenditures in FY 2018‐19 through FY
2020‐21, however, these surpluses have been driven more by underspending than over‐
collection of revenues. For the Current year, we are budgeted at a deficit – mostly due to
ACCELA software implementation. The next couple of fiscal years, are also projected at deficit
until balancing out by FY 2025‐26 while still maintaining adequate reserves.

Revenue Assumptions
Revenues are assumed to be increased to cover anticipated costs of the program. Current
projections anticipate a 10% increase in revenues in FY 2022‐23, and 15% in out years.

Revenue Risks to Forecast
Cannabis is still a schedule I drug at the Federal level. This is a new industry, so there are
inherent risks on many levels. Cannabis revenues have not seen any appreciable reduction
from COVID‐related issues, as the program does not rely on public events in the way that liquor
license and noise variance revenues do. We anticipate a fee study to be completed in calendar
year 2022. The market study that had been in progress previously was deemed inadequate for
our purposes, and efforts have begun on the current fee study.

Expenditure Assumptions
Expenditure levels are expected to remain at current levels plus inflationary factors, but
beginning in FY 2023‐24 we anticipate an increase of 2.0 FTE. We consider the program, at its
current level, to be understaffed.

Expenditure Risks to the Forecast and Confidence Level
Increased PERS costs are a major factor. Another risk would be legislation from the Federal
level that changes how States with legal cannabis may regulate the industry. Increases in
Internal M&S levels.

FY 2022‐23 Requested Budget Five Year Plan

Civic Life Cannabis Fund
Resources
Beginning Fund Balance

CY
Estimate

FY
2022-23
Plan

FY 202324
Plan

FY 2024-25
Plan

FY 202526
Plan

FY 202627
Plan

1,809,691

1,486,977

1,276,445

899,890

732,393

727,652

Taxes

0

0

0

0

0

0

Licenses & Permits

0

0

0

0

0

0

1,392,845

1,532,130

1,761,949

2,026,241

2,330,177

2,679,704

Intergovernmental

0

0

0

0

0

0

Interagency Revenue

0

0

0

0

0

0

Fund Transfers - Revenue

0

0

0

0

0

0

Bond & Note Proceeds

0

0

0

0

0

0

Miscellaneous
General Fund Discretionary &
Overhead

0

0

0

0

0

0

Charges for Services

0

0

0

0

0

0

Resource Total

3,202,536

3,019,107

3,038,394

2,926,131

3,062,570

3,407,355

Expenditures

CY
Estimate

FY
2022-23
Plan

FY 202324
Plan

FY 2024-25
Plan

FY 202526
Plan

FY 202627
Plan

Personnel

1,000,000

1,339,217

1,643,775

1,767,058

1,899,587

1,942,328

External Materials and Services

440,458

106,255

189,218

113,531

114,666

117,418

Internal Materials and Services

242,653

247,814

254,753

261,122

267,389

273,806

Capital Outlay

0

0

0

0

0

0

Debt Service

0

0

0

0

0

0

32448

49376

50759

52,027

53,276

54,555

Contingency

0

0

0

0

0

0

Debt Service Reserves

0

0

0

0

0

0

1,715,559

1,742,662

2,138,504

2,193,738

2,334,918

2,388,106

10.30

10.30

12.30

12.30

12.30

12.30

Fund Transfers - Expense

Expense Total
Planned FTE Total

City of Portland
FY 2022-23 Requested Budget Equity Report

Office of Community and Civic Life
Requested Budget & Racial Equity Plan Update:
1. Continues our progress in recruiting, hiring, and retaining a diverse leadership team and staff.
2. Continues our progress toward offering services in at least English and Spanish.
3. Strengthens our internal capacity to provide accessible and efficient grant
administration, track and collect data, and utilize technology in support of all our programs.
4. Maintains and builds upon partnerships with BIPOC-led organizations and
communities.
5. Strengthens the impact of our grant programs that are open to the RFP process by prioritizing investments in
efforts led by BIPOC leadership and that work to address racial inequities.
Racial Equity Plan Link:

https://www.portlandoregon.gov/civic/article/726893

Requested Budget Community Engagement:
1. Our Budget Advisory Committee (BAC) recruited new members, focusing on BIPOC leaders. We have
engaged our BAC in budget discussions each month.
2. Program staff have consulted with key community partners through 1:1 conversations and listening sessions to
continually learn about priorities and challenges throughout the year. We have taken this information into
consideration when budgeting.
3. Our FY 2021-22 proposed budget shields from cuts the programs with the highest impact in BIPOC
communities. We have shielded cuts from our Diversity and Civic Leadership, Constructing Civic Dialogues,
Immigrant & Refugee, Disability, and Youth programs. Our FY 2022-23 proposed budget includes increases to
our Immigrant & Refugee Program and our Neighborhood Outreach & Services Division in order to maintain
services to harder to reach Portlanders.
4. 9% of Civic Life staff have served in the Emergency Coordination Center during the COVID-19 response,
including five individuals working with the Joint Volunteer Information Center, Aging and Disability and Food
Security sections. Significant community feedback and insights have been gained through that experience,
including the need to prioritize BIPOC, disability, and immigrant and refugees in our budget investments.
5. Due to the lack of significant investment in diverse community and civic engagement networks previously, the
bureau must also gather perspectives in different ways. There are many thoroughly researched policy and
community priorities such as The People’s Plan, State of Black Oregon, Believe Our Stories and Listen (Portland
Street Response survey report), Portland United Against Hate, and more, that inform and shape bureau thinking.

City of Portland
FY 2022-23 Requested Budget Equity Report
Base Budget Constraints:
Programs specifically focused on equity are understaffed, often run by a single person, and historically have
received less budget than other programs within the bureau. These programs include our Disability ($278,487),
Immigrant & Refugee ($218,151), and Youth ($260,607) programs (FY 2021-22 numbers). Please see FY
2021-22 Adopted Budget attachment.
Programs that receive some of the largest portions of the bureau’s budget have demonstrated inequitable
outcomes. Advocacy to sustain these programs without meaningful programmatic change has been effective.
Equity and serving diverse constituencies had previously been addressed as an “addon” to “core” services that do
not deliver equitable outcomes.

Notable Changes:
The Community Safety program is restructuring and shifting its program model and expenses. The program
model has been evolving over the last three years to reflect a broader care-based approach to public safety. From
Crime Prevention to Community Safety, our focus has shifted towards community building and resiliency rather
than patrolling neighborhoods. Working in a social determinants of community safety framework, civic
engagement will be a common thread across all focus areas as well as capacity building around anti-racism and
trauma-informed resiliency. The program will also center BIPOC and other marginalized communities through
leadership development, youth-led safety initiatives and restorative justice approaches, and safety and resiliency
outreach and education.
Over the past three fiscal years, we have addressed the effect of compounding investments that has only widened
the inequity in resources year after year and have exposed the inequity in the logic that reductions applied across
the board is “fair.” Constituencies served by existing services and whose leadership and capacity has been
invested in by the bureau for decades understandably have been equipped to advocate and will do so to preserve
them. However, calls for preserving current investments and only advocating for increased resources (which have
not come) “effectively locks current disparities in place,” as identified in the 2016 audit. Understandably,
constituencies that have not been well served or invested in by the bureau are not or less engaged in budget
advocacy for obvious reasons. This cycle is self-reinforcing.

Equity Manager Role in Budget Development
Civic Life does not have an Equity Manager, however, is currently recruiting a Partnerships & Equity Manager.
This position will lead those equity functions that are built into each supervisor and program lead position and
within various staff positions at the bureau. Leadership and staff with equity expertise and focuses were engaged
throughout the budget development process, and in most cases set their program budget.
Equity
Manager:

ADA Title II Transition Plan:
NA

NA

Contact
Phone:

NA

City of Portland
FY 2022-23 Requested Budget Equity Report
Accommodations:
1. Each program has budgeted for planned translation, interpretation, video captioning, American Sign Language,
and other accommodations needs. Planned expenses support accommodations needs for activities ranging from
press conferences, grant requests for proposals, listening sessions, and more.
2. This FY 2022-23, Civic Life plans to join multi bureau efforts to address the inadequate systems and funding
levels for disability and language accommodations.

Capital Assets & Intergenerational Equity
N/A

Measure Title

PM
2018-19
Actuals

PM
2019-20
Actuals

PM
2019-20
Target

PM
2020-21
Target

Strategic
Target

1. We collect and analyze grantee narrative and financial reports, which provide
both qualitative and quantitative data about who is being served by our grant
funded programs.
2. We collect demographic data on applicants to the advisory bodies recruitments
to understand the effectiveness of city outreach efforts.
3. When possible, we work with expert external partners to generate statistics and
reports on specific communities. For example, we sought out (and were selected
through a competitive process) research support from use data provided by the
New American Economy to understand disparities experienced by Portland’s
immigrant and refugee communities during the pandemic. We are also partnering
with Portland State University’s School of Government and the Real Choice
Initiative to conduct the first ever study of the civic engagement of people with
disabilities.
4. We use external data such as the Census, American Community Survey to
understand city and neighborhood demographics and trends. In FY 2019-20, Civic
Life provided funds to support an accurate count for the 2020 Census, focusing
outreach efforts on Hard to Count communities.

Data Tracking
Methodology:

5. One bureau–wide performance metric is voter turnout (and participation in local
elections), which eventually will be disaggregated by geography and demography
to highlight engagement and disengagement across the city in order to inform
programmatic investments.

City of Portland
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Hiring, Retention, & Employment Outreach:
1. The budget supports professional development opportunities for staff and teams, including staff time dedicated
to learning about racial equity and strategies to dismantle racist systems, for example participating in city-led
efforts such as the Result Base Accountability training. In addition, each program includes a line item in their
budget for professional development. In FY 2022-23 professional development fund were increased to $900 from
$300 per non-represented staff.
2. Civic Life values diverse, multicultural and multilingual workforce and our ability to provide services in at least
English and Spanish. About 60% of our staff speak a second language representing 11 languages total. In FY
2020-21 47% of staff identified as Black, Indigenous and People of Color, which represents more than double the
number of BIPOC staff since FY 2016-17. This demonstrably shows the bureau is moving towards service of
more community members by having the ability to not only speak and write their language, but also offer
programming with culturally specific understanding.

Contracting Opportunities
1. The Graffiti Program will set aside $100,000 specifically for minority, women,
emerging small business (MWESB) vendors to encourage diversifying the small pool of businesses performing
graffiti removal services on behalf of the City and in Portland at large.
2. Grants and Contracts Managers also work with Program Supervisors to ensure targeted outreach to MWESB
contractors. This also includes removing barriers to the application process where possible.

Engaging Communities Most Impacted by Inequities
1. This budget supports staffing and program related expenses to run two advisory bodies, the New Portlanders
(Immigrant and Refugee) Policy Commission (NPPC) and the Multnomah Youth Commission (MYC), to engage
immigrants, refugees, and youth, the majority of whom are people of color. The NPPC engages up to 25
community members and the MYC up to 40 youth. They educate elected officials and bureaus, partner with
community, and advocate for policy changes based on community priorities. For example, in 2020 the NPPC
successfully advocated for the City of Portland to invest $2 Million in the Oregon Worker Relief Fund. The MYC
successfully advocated for Portland Public Schools to remove School Resource Officers from their campuses.
2. Supports staffing and program related expenses to administer the Cannabis Policy Oversight Team (CPOT).
CPOT is a team that advises the bureau and City of Portland on policies to deliver cannabis industry diversity,
equity, accessibility, and sustainability for the city’s total benefit. CPOT led discussions surrounding divesting
cannabis tax revenue from public safety and investing into communities most adversely impacted by raciallybiased cannabis prohibition.
3. This budget also supports staffing and technology for the Advisory Bodies
Committees (ABC), which provides technical assistance, best practices based in equitable community
engagement, and recruitment support for advisory bodies across the city. For example, in 2020 the ABC
supported recruitment for the Charter Review Board. In FY 2020-21, we began using NeoGov to run advisory
body recruitments, the continued use of this technology will create greater efficiencies and increase the program’s
capacity to serve the city.
4. Supports staffing and program related expenses for a more robust communications infrastructure that partners
with multi-lingual media, community-based partners as key messengers, and utilizes language and disability
access tools throughout key communications activities.

City of Portland
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Empowering Communities Most Impacted by Inequities
1. Civic Life grant programs invest resources in building capacity and power among communities most impacted
by inequities. These grant programs include the Social Equity & Educational Development (SEED) Grant through
our Cannabis program, Constructing Civic Dialogues, Disability Leadership program, and the Diversity and Civic
Leadership program.
2. The Diversity and Civic Leadership program specifically aims to develop leaders among Portland’s BIPOC
communities. Civic Life provides grants to a cohort of BIPOC-led Community Based Organizations that design
and implement yearly leadership development programs that build skills and community engagement to shape
city, regional, and state level policy decisions.
3. The SEED grant aims to expand SEED Initiatives to include as-needed Reimagine Portland support, privatepublic philanthropic partnerships and local-to-national communication strategy. Funding decisions are informed by
the core tenant that the war on drugs has caused disproportionate harm to Black, Indigenous, and other
communities of color. Cannabis should be used as a tool to direct capital resources into these same communities
for the purpose of restitution and restoration.

Requested Budget Equity Report Attachment
Civic Life

FY 2021-22 Adopted Budget

Disability Program
Description
*** Net Total

CDCW00DP000000GC
Adopted Budget
$278,478

Immigrant & Refugee
Program
Description
*** Net Total

CDNRNP00000000GC
Adopted Budget
$218,151

Youth Program
Description
*** Net Total
** Bureau Program Expenses

CDNRYO00000000GC
Adopted Budget
$260,607
$260,607

** Bureau Program Expenses
* B5110 Personal Services
* External Materials & Services
* Internal Materials & Services

** Bureau Program Expenses
* B5110 Personal Services
* External Materials & Services
* Internal Materials & Services

* B5110 Personal Services
* External Materials & Services
* Internal Materials & Services

$278,478
$132,703
$122,388
$23,396

$218,151
$175,677
$11,550
$30,924

$176,238
$47,800
$36,569

Fiscal Year 2022-23 Requested Budget
Council Priorities
BUREAU NAME: CIVIC LIFE

Key Financial Data on Community Safety

FTE: 10.25
EXPENSES: $2.9 MILLION

COMMUNITY SAFETY PRIORITY AREA

REVENUE: GENERAL FUNDS

Related Programs & Services Description and Links

TYPE OF SERVICE: DIRECT

The goal of the Community Safety Program is to use a holistic
approach to public safety that build and strengthen partnerships
and systems that prioritize health and wellbeing, opportunitybuilding, and prevention. In FY 2021-22, we began a program assessment and alignment to build upon this
model.
In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, employees from Civic Life programs served in the City’s Emergency
Coordination Center (ECC). This created an opportunity to apply different program perspectives to the issues
at hand. This collaboration supports the development of equitable, engagement-based strategies of safety
centering communities most impacted by systemic inequities.
We continue to learn from communities that they feel safe when they are respected, valued, and have access
to a full range of resources. Our services help Portlanders connect on issues that are important to them,
support community-led safety initiatives, and help navigate resources.
Additionally, following the evidence based social determinants framework that considers safety a public
health variable, our Neighborhood Outreach & Support program aims to empower residents to engage with
their neighbors, City bureaus and local businesses to address pressing social concerns. This involves
everything from land use planning, houseless support services, placemaking projects, capacity building and
livability projects.
Decision Packages
Neighborhood Outreach & Support - One time Add Back to support small grants $250,000 and programming
$123,336. These funds were removed as part of a reduction package in the FY 21-22 cycle with small grants
being restored as a one-time add back.
Key Financial Data Methodology
FY 2022-23
Current program budget allocation is $2,895,288 with 10.25 FTE. Assuming that we maintain the same level
of service of 31,500 DCO members, it would be $91.91 per service or $15.36 per service per FTE. Service for
all 652,503 Portlanders would reduce the service cost to $4.44 per resident or $0.43 per resident per FTE.

ECONOMIC RECOVERY
Related Programs & Services Description and Links
As Portland is Oregon’s largest metropolitan area, the City’s
program is a central office for local cannabis business
licensing and compliance oversight, regulatory guidelines,
future policy development recommendations, social equity,
educational development, and cannabis competency for the
community at-large and other government jurisdictions.

Key Financial Data on Economic
Recovery

FTE: 10.30
EXPENSES: $2.8 MILLION
REVENUE: RATE AND CANNABIS
RECREATIONAL TAX FUND

Licensing, Compliance and Policy are the core operations for
TYPE OF SERVICE: DIRECT
the City’s Cannabis Program, providing oversight and
regulation of direct cannabis businesses operating within the
jurisdiction. The growth of the overall cannabis program
depends on operational success of LCP, across all three core competencies.
Funded by cannabis tax revenue, per Measure 26-180, Social Equity and Educational Development (SEED)
Initiatives will be comprised of established and future programs that contribute to restoring and repairing
prioritized BIPOC communities. As the cannabis economy thrives, SEED Initiatives will be the framework for
which the cannabis program can truly impact inequities established through prohibition.
Decision Packages
Cannabis Emergency Relief Fund is requesting $500,000 one-time to have another round of emergency relief
funding. This is still a drop in the bucket compared to COVID relief provided to small businesses by the city of
Portland
Key Financial Data Methodology
FY 2022-23
Current program budget allocation is $2,811,287 with 10.30 FTE. Recreational Cannabis Tax is forecasted to
generate $13.9 million in tax revenue FY 2022-23 to support multiple projects Citywide. The return on
investment on the Cannabis program is almost five times. Additionally, we have an obligation to support and
provide relief to local businesses in the cannabis industry, provide oversight and regulation, and to continue
SEED Initiatives framework.

LIVABILITY

Key Financial Data on Livability

Related Programs & Services Description and Links
The Livability Program within the Office of Community &
Civic Life houses three programs that directly impact the
lives and health of all Portlanders:

FTE: 8.44
EXPENSES: $2.0 MILLION

Graffiti Abatement team implements Title 14B.80 and
REVENUE: RATE AND GENERAL
works with Portlanders to embrace and preserve the
FUNDS
beauty and livability of their communities by reducing
the negative impacts of unauthorized graffiti. The
TYPE OF SERVICE: DIRECT
program serves as a clearing house to report graffiti to
the City and access removal resources. Reports of hateand gang-related graffiti are given highest priority for removal, and the Graffiti team dispatches these
removal jobs to contractors for removal as soon as the reports are received. The team also offers proactive
and responsive/on-call removal services. The program also provides guidance to community members, works
collaboratively with local volunteers and groups, and supports local community art projects.
Liquor Licensing Program is dedicated to facilitating strong relationships between community members and
businesses. The program ensures that all liquor outlets meet community expectations, follow local
regulations, and contribute to the vitality of Portland communities. The program is a resource for license
holders, State and City agencies, and community members seeking information about licensing and strategies
Noise Program implements Title 18 to provide education, mitigation, and intervention steps when Codeestablished sound limits are exceeded. The program provides balanced, proactive, and thoughtful
consideration of ways sound impacts our community. By recognizing, educating, and mitigating noise as an
environmental factor we prevent negative impacts upon health and quality of life of our communities. The
team works with property owners to reduce unnecessary and extreme sound to preserve the use, value, and
enjoyment of property, conduct of business, and recreation. Team members work with community groups,
acoustical professionals, and individuals to support a vibrant and thriving city. The program works with a
volunteer Noise Review Board, meeting once a month to set conditions for projects that reduce community
impacts, works to review and issue noise variances that allow vibrant cultural events in the city and support
development and infrastructure work, identifies noise negatively impacting the community by taking
complaints of violations of the Noise Code, investigating those complaints, and taking direct action to change
the noise-generating behavior.
Decision Packages
Carryover $1,139,072 of the one-time funding granted in the FY 2021-22 budget process and add 1 FTE OSSII.
Key Financial Data Methodology
FY 2022-23 Livability Program current allocation is $1,974,747 with 8.44 FTE. Livability Program impacts the
lives of all 652,503 Portlanders. Service cost per resident would be $3.03 or $0.36 per resident per FTE.

Service Coordination Areas Geographic Information
Current Geographic Collection of Service and Budget Data - FY 2020-21 Budget Mapping
Civic Life has three programs that have geographical programming, Community Safety, Cannabis and
Neighborhood Outreach & Services. Additionally, some grant funding is allocated to each geographic area
based upon a formula keyed to demographic and other variables.
Level of Service Mapping
Neighborhood Outreach & Services
The Neighborhood Outreach & Services expenses are distributed based on funds provided to seven
Neighborhood District Areas. The funding to geographically-based areas maintains minimum staffing and
services at all offices supporting the 95 neighborhoods. For over a decade, City Council allocation of funding
for the coalitions has been based on factors such as number of neighborhoods, number of households, and
number of households below 80% of median family income. For the past couple years, Civic Life was
investigating a new allocation methodology to address service gaps. The most recent Census data are being
compiled for truing up allocation. However, no changes to the primary allocation methodology have been
made yet.
Cannabis Program
The Cannabis Program has two compliance specialists organized geographically who monitor seven kinds of
regulations in coordination with multiple city bureaus, e.g., Bureau of Development Services (BDS), Portland
Police Bureau (PPB), Portland Fire Bureau (PFB), Bureau of Revenue, and the Oregon Liquor & Cannabis
Commission (OLCC).
Map depicts locations of marijuana retailers who have applied for and have been granted a Marijuana
Regulatory License in FY 2019-20. Marijuana Retailers are required by Portland City Code 14B.130 to be at
least 1000 feet away from Medical Dispensaries, other Marijuana Retailers, as well as public or private K-12
schools.

Community Safety
Most Community Safety expenses are distributed based on geographic areas assigned to its three teams:
North (three staff), Central (three staff), and East Precincts (four staff). Currently, three staff expenses are
allocated citywide. A minor error in the allocation for Community Safety staff was also corrected in this most
recent iteration.
Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) is the proper design and effective use of the built
and social environment to achieve a more productive use of space and a reduction of crime. A CPTED
assessment is helpful to help identify landscaping, lighting, or other security vulnerabilities and
environmental factors that may be attracting criminal or other problem activity. Community Safety
Coordinators provide free site assessments and make recommendations to address safety concerns and

support placemaking and positive activities. When the recommendations are provided to the responsible
party, it is up to the property manager or owner to determine what recommendations are implemented.
The locations on map represent CPTED assessments that have been completed and recommendations
provided in FY 2019-20. In some cases, certain factors (costs, structural design, neighboring buildings, etc.)
can limit effectiveness and implementation of recommendations. CPTED is one tool that can be used
effectively, especially when done in combination with other strategies.
Additionally, The Community Safety program conducts an array of safety trainings and consultations beyond
the CPTED assessments.

Challenges, Opportunities and Limitations to Geographic Budgeting
Our Livability and Communications Teams are marginally tracking service levels by geography. Technology
upgrades and staff capacity have made tracking graffiti geographically difficult even though a general formula
for removal services attempts an allocation of abatement activity by number of incidents and geography.
Civic Life’s Communications Program is currently working to develop a market segmentation analysis system
for its messaging products. Our Adapt to Impact Programs (Disability, Mental Health, Immigrant & Refugee,
Advisory Boards & Commissions, Public Involvement Advisory Commission) do not map onto geography but
are developing demographic information systems for their work.
In FY 21-22 Civic Life has partnered with PSU Center for Population Research to update our Neighborhood
Map profiles. We are assembling the 2010, 2020 Census, the American Community Survey, Portland Insight
Survey, Hunger Insecurity data and an array of other data sets to create a neighborhood-by-neighborhood
profile available for public use. Phase one of this work will be complete by end of FY 21-22, which will inform
our funding allocation and programmatic service decisions for our bureau.

Administration
PM ID

NI_0099

Expense

PM 2020-21
Actuals

2021-22 PM Target

PM 2021-22 YTD
Actuals

Strategic Target

53%

62%

75%

69%

100%

2019-20 Actuals

2020-21 Actuals

Percentage of program in which Civic Life staff speak
one or more priority language

Account Name
Expense

PM 2019-20
Actuals

Measure Title

Major Object Name
Personnel

2021-22 Revised 2022-23 Request - 2022-23 Request V52 with DP
Budget
V52 -No DP

886,896

933,771

794,041

839,578

839,578

External Materials and Services

59,092

12,314

13,141

19,600

19,600

Internal Materials and Services

82,165

73,302

102,629

121,065

121,065

1,028,152

1,019,386

909,811

Sum:

Account Name

Major Object Name

2019-20 Actuals

2020-21 Actuals

980,243

980,243

2021-22 Revised 2022-23 Request - 2022-23 Request V52 with DP
Budget
V52 -No DP

FTE

NA

4.75

4.83

0.00

5.43

5.43

FTE

Sum:

4.75

4.83

0.00

5.43

5.43

Performance
Measure Cd
NI_0099

Measure Name
Percentage of program in which Civic Life staff speak
one or more priority language

Measure Description or Data Limitations
*Service cost per FTE does not represent a complete
Cost Per Service
picture as we do not know what percentage of time FTE
Provided (if
Services per FTE spends on each measurable task, and not all FTE perform
available)
(if available)
the same tasks
NA

NA

This metric measures bureau's employees language
proficientcy not cost of service.

Program total expenses per City of Portland resident.

NA

2

City of Portlant population is about 652,503.
Program total expenses/City of Portland population/Program
0.32 number of FTE.

Communications
PM ID

Measure Title

PM 2019-20
Actuals

PM 2020-21
Actuals

Account Name

Major Object Name

2019-20 Actuals

2020-21 Actuals

Expense

PM 2021-22 YTD
Actuals

Strategic Target

2021-22 Revised 2022-23 Request - 2022-23 Request V52 with DP
Budget
V52 -No DP

Personnel

12,653

162,803

298,863

216,579

216,579

External Materials and Services

11,740

62,243

84,547

83,200

83,200

Internal Materials and Services
Expense

2021-22 PM Target

Sum:

Account Name

Major Object Name

0

29,080

31,694

24,393

254,126

415,104

2019-20 Actuals

2020-21 Actuals

34,267
334,046

34,267
334,046

2021-22 Revised 2022-23 Request - 2022-23 Request V52 with DP
Budget
V52 -No DP

FTE

NA

1.40

1.45

0.00

1.40

1.40

FTE

Sum:

1.40

1.45

0.00

1.40

1.40

Performance
Measure Cd

NA

Measure Name

Program total expenses per City of Portland resident.

Measure Description or Data Limitations
*Service cost per FTE does not represent a complete
Cost Per Service
picture as we do not know what percentage of time FTE
Provided (if
Services per FTE spends on each measurable task, and not all FTE perform
available)
(if available)
the same tasks

0.39

City of Portlant population is about 652,503.
Program total expenses/City of Portland population/Program
0.27 number of FTE.

Adapt to Impact
PM ID
NI_0086

Measure Title
Number of bureau consultations

Account Name
Expense

Major Object Name
Personnel
External Materials and Services
Internal Materials and Services

Expense

Sum:

Account Name

Major Object Name

PM 2019-20
Actuals

PM 2020-21
Actuals

2021-22 PM Target

PM 2021-22 YTD
Actuals

Strategic Target

7

2

5

0

5

2019-20 Actuals

2020-21 Actuals

2021-22 Revised 2022-23 Request - 2022-23 Request V52 with DP
Budget
V52 -No DP

463,565

495,152

575,655

570,588

570,588

7,731

174,136

179,856

154,300

154,300

54,760

67,092

91,143

526,057

736,379

846,654

2019-20 Actuals

2020-21 Actuals

99,191
824,079

99,191
824,079

2021-22 Revised 2022-23 Request - 2022-23 Request V52 with DP
Budget
V52 -No DP

FTE

NA

4.50

4.57

0.00

4.57

4.57

FTE

Sum:

4.50

4.57

0.00

4.57

4.57

Performance
Measure Cd
Measure Name
Number of bureau consultations
NI_0086

NA

Citywide Disability program total expenses per City of
Portland resident living with disability.

Measure Description or Data Limitations
*Service cost per FTE does not represent a complete
Cost Per Service
picture as we do not know what percentage of time FTE
Provided (if
Services per FTE spends on each measurable task, and not all FTE perform
available)
(if available)
the same tasks
NA
NA
This measure is not intended to measure costs.

1.09

An estimated total 35% of City of Portlant population of
652,503 are living with disabilities, which is about 228,376
residents.
Citywide Disability program total expense was $248,531.
Program has 1.125 FTE
Program total expenses/City of Portland residents living with
0.97 disabilities/Program number of FTE.

Citywide Advisory Bodies program total expenses per
advisory bodies and member.

NA

140.47

Mental Health program total expenses per City of
Portland employee.

NA

There are 106 advisory bodies and 1100 members.
Program total expense was $169,412. Program has 1.125
FTE.
Program total expenses/Total number of advisory bodies
124.87 and members/Program number of FTE.

Program on average provides 40 trainings and consultations
per fiscal year to City of Portland employees.
Program total expense was $162,156. Program has 1.125
FTE.
City of Portland had an estimated 7,275 of active employees
on 6/30/21.
Program total expenses/Number of City of Portland
19.81 employees/Program number of FTE.

22.29

Graffiti
PM ID

Measure Title

NI_0092

Total cost per square foot of graffiti removed via graffiti
specialized contracts

NI_0093

Square footage covered with graffiti removal supplies by
volunteers

Account Name
Expense

Expense

Major Object Name

PM 2020-21
Actuals

2021-22 PM Target

PM 2021-22 YTD
Actuals

Strategic Target

$1.46

$2.00

$1.50

$1.30

$3.25

50,350.00

97,200.00

60,000.00

318,762.00

100,000.00

2019-20 Actuals

2020-21 Actuals

2021-22 Revised 2022-23 Request - 2022-23 Request V52 with DP
Budget
V52 -No DP

Personnel

173,890

160,904

202,834

173,668

253,740

External Materials and Services

462,311

648,840

3,270,880

557,102

1,613,756

Internal Materials and Services

21,414

25,919

32,833

36,337

38,683

657,616

835,664

3,506,547

Sum:

Account Name
FTE

PM 2019-20
Actuals

Major Object Name
NA

2019-20 Actuals
1.25

2020-21 Actuals
1.27

767,107

1,906,179

2021-22 Revised 2022-23 Request - 2022-23 Request V52 with DP
Budget
V52 -No DP
0.00

1.27

2.27

FTE

Sum:

Performance
Measure Cd

1.25

Measure Name

1.27

0.00

1.27

2.27

Measure Description or Data Limitations
*Service cost per FTE does not represent a complete
Cost Per Service
picture as we do not know what percentage of time FTE
Provided (if
Services per FTE spends on each measurable task, and not all FTE perform
available)
(if available)
the same tasks

NI_0092

Total cost per square foot of graffiti removed via graffiti
specialized contracts

NA

NA

This measures contractual cost for service not fitting for
personnel costs.

NI_0093

Square footage covered with graffiti removal supplies by
volunteers

NA

NA

Expenses do not disaggregate fund expenses on graffiti
removal supplies by volunteers.

Graffiti program total expenses per square foot of graffiti
removed.

NA

Program total expenses per City of Portland resident.

NA

5.19

Removed 161,117 sq ft of graffiti. Cost per service will
increase due to prevailing wage requirements in future
years.
Program total expenses/Number of sq ft of graffiti
4.08 removed/Program number of FTE.

1.28

City of Portlant population is about 652,503.
Program total expenses/City of Portland population/Program
1.01 number of FTE.

Liquor Licensing
PM ID

Measure Title

NI_0095

Number of total liquor license applications processed

NI_0096

Percentage of annual licenses renewed online

Account Name
Expense

Major Object Name
Personnel
External Materials and Services
Internal Materials and Services

Expense

Sum:

PM 2019-20
Actuals

PM 2020-21
Actuals

2021-22 PM Target

PM 2021-22 YTD
Actuals

Strategic Target

1,905

3,702

2,000

1,655

2,500

29%

12%

25%

12%

90%

2019-20 Actuals

2020-21 Actuals

2021-22 Revised 2022-23 Request - 2022-23 Request Budget
V52 -No DP
V52 with DP

246,956

261,926

294,554

320,770

320,770

1,541

22,023

24,380

26,900

26,900

42,258

60,989

60,266

290,755

344,937

379,200

77,556
425,226

77,556
425,226

Account Name

Major Object Name

2019-20 Actuals

2020-21 Actuals

2021-22 Revised 2022-23 Request - 2022-23 Request Budget
V52 -No DP
V52 with DP

FTE

NA

2.44

2.52

0.00

2.52

2.52

FTE

Sum:

2.44

2.52

0.00

2.52

2.52

Performance
Measure Cd

NI_0095
NI_0096

Measure Name
Liquor program total expenses per liquor license
application processed.
Percentage of annual licenses renewed online

Measure Description or Data Limitations
*Service cost per FTE does not represent a complete
Cost Per Service
picture as we do not know what percentage of time FTE
Provided (if
Services per FTE spends on each measurable task, and not all FTE perform
available)
(if available)
the same tasks
2000 liquor license applications processed.
Program total expenses/Number of liquor license
36.97 applications processed/Program number of FTE.
Metric measures online renewal percentage not costs

93.18
NA

NA

Cannabis
PM ID

Measure Title

PM 2019-20
Actuals

PM 2020-21
Actuals

2021-22 PM Target

PM 2021-22 YTD
Actuals

Strategic Target

NI_0071

Number of cannabis applications received

192

73

75

84

30

NI_0072

No. of Cannabis licenses issued & renewed

303

329

350

395

350

NI_0084

Number of small cannabis licensees

52

29

60

17

80

NI_0085

Number of cannabis licensees with cannabis convictions

12

14

14

14

15

NI_0097

Number of Marijuana Regulatory License (MRLs)
applications processed for a change of ownership

18

51

20

58

25

2019-20 Actuals

2020-21 Actuals

Account Name
Expense

Major Object Name

2021-22 Revised 2022-23 Request - 2022-23 Request Budget
V52 -No DP
V52 with DP

Personnel

831,008

874,569

1,187,955

1,338,437

1,338,437

External Materials and Services

469,089

607,639

3,936,528

1,175,660

1,675,660

Internal Materials and Services
Ending Fund Balance

Expense

136,896

173,478

270,140

247,814

247,814

1,524,033

1,809,901

0

0

0

Contingency

0

0

0

0

0

Fund Transfers - Expense

0

16,507

32,448

49,376

49,376

2,961,027

3,482,094

6,731,387

Sum:

Account Name

Major Object Name

2019-20 Actuals

2020-21 Actuals

2,811,287

3,311,287

2021-22 Revised 2022-23 Request - 2022-23 Request Budget
V52 -No DP
V52 with DP

FTE

NA

10.35

10.18

0.00

10.30

10.30

FTE

Sum:

10.35

10.18

0.00

10.30

10.30

Performance
Measure Cd

NI_0071

Measure Name
Number of cannabis applications received

Measure Description or Data Limitations
*Service cost per FTE does not represent a complete
Cost Per Service
picture as we do not know what percentage of time FTE
Provided (if
Services per FTE spends on each measurable task, and not all FTE perform
available)
(if available)
the same tasks
NA

NA

Applications received does not correspond with costs.
329 cannabis licenses issued and renewed.
Program total expenses/Number of licenses issued and
1,039.67 renewed/Program number of FTE.

NI_0072

No. of Cannabis licenses issued and renewed

NI_0084

Number of small cannabis licenses

NA

NA

Small business licenses are included as licenses issued &
renewed

NI_0085

Number of cannabis licensees with cannabis convictions

NA

NA

This measure does not correspond with costs

NI_0097

Number of Marijuana Regulatory License (MRLs)
applications processed for a change of ownership

NA

NA

This measure does not correspond with costs

10,583.87

Noise
PM ID

NI_0094

Measure Title
Percentage of total cases of noise concerns that were
closed

PM 2019-20
Actuals

PM 2020-21
Actuals

2021-22 PM Target

PM 2021-22 YTD
Actuals

Strategic Target

28%

29%

65%

36%

75%

Account Name
Expense

Expense

Major Object Name

2019-20 Actuals

Personnel

2020-21 Actuals

482,664

408,697

2021-22 Revised 2022-23 Request - 2022-23 Request Budget
V52 -No DP
V52 with DP
555,332

584,097

584,097

External Materials and Services

7,015

29,510

14,680

29,444

29,444

Internal Materials and Services

81,016

107,276

148,924

168,873

168,873

570,695

545,483

718,936

Sum:

Account Name

Major Object Name

2019-20 Actuals

2020-21 Actuals

782,414

782,414

2021-22 Revised 2022-23 Request - 2022-23 Request V52 with DP
Budget
V52 -No DP

FTE

NA

4.56

4.65

0.00

4.65

4.65

FTE

Sum:

4.56

4.65

0.00

4.65

4.65

Performance
Measure Cd

Measure Name

NI_0094

Percentage of total cases of noise concerns that were
closed

NA

Noise program total expenses per each noise complaints
received.

NA

Noise program total expenses per each noise complaint
processed into a noise case.

NA

Noise program total expenses per each noise compliance
warning letter sent.

NA

Program total expenses per City of Portland resident.

Constructing Civic Dialogues

Measure Description or Data Limitations
*Service cost per FTE does not represent a complete
Cost Per Service
picture as we do not know what percentage of time FTE
Provided (if
Services per FTE spends on each measurable task, and not all FTE perform
available)
(if available)
the same tasks
NA

NA

260.25

473.51

1010.15

0.84

This metric does not measure level of service provided by
this program
2096 noise complaints received.
Program total expenses/Number of noise complaints
55.97 received/Program number of FTE.
1152 noise case opened.
Program total expenses/Number of noise cases
101.83 opened/Program number of FTE.
540 noise compliance warning letter sent.
Program total expenses/Number of noise compliance
217.24 warning letter sent/Program number of FTE.
City of Portlant population is about 652,503.
Program total expenses/City of Portland population/Program
0.18 number of FTE.

PM ID

NI_0076

PM 2019-20
Actuals

PM 2020-21
Actuals

2021-22 PM Target

PM 2021-22 YTD
Actuals

Strategic Target

31

9

6

10

6

2019-20 Actuals

2020-21 Actuals

Measure Title

Number of new partnerships with community groups

Account Name

Major Object Name

2021-22 Revised 2022-23 Request - 2022-23 Request V52 with DP
Budget
V52 -No DP

Expense

External Materials and Services

212,117

245,074

248,319

Expense

Sum:

212,117

245,074

248,319

Performance
Measure Cd

NI_0076

Measure Name

Number of new partnerships with community groups

257,755
257,755

Measure Description or Data Limitations
*Service cost per FTE does not represent a complete
Cost Per Service
picture as we do not know what percentage of time FTE
Provided (if
Services per FTE spends on each measurable task, and not all FTE perform
available)
(if available)
the same tasks

NA

This metric does not take into account of our current
partnerships with different community groups and partners.

NA

Program total expenses for services provided to each
participant.

NA

257,755
257,755

Provided services to about 1100 participants. There is 0.0
FTE officially assign to this progtam.
Program total expenses/Number of participants/Program
0 number of FTE.

222.79

Diversity & Civic Leadership
PM ID
NI_0076

Account Name

Measure Title
No. new partnerships w/ groups not partners b4

Major Object Name

PM 2019-20
Actuals

PM 2020-21
Actuals

2021-22 PM Target

PM 2021-22 YTD
Actuals

Strategic Target

31

9

6

10

6

2019-20 Actuals

2020-21 Actuals

2021-22 Revised 2022-23 Request - 2022-23 Request Budget
V52 -No DP
V52 with DP

Expense

Personnel
External Materials and Services
Internal Materials and Services

Expense

Sum:

Account Name

Major Object Name

60,085

59,574

60,020

63,309

63,309

852,540

846,212

851,646

884,009

884,009

6,263

5,014

10,558

918,888

910,800

922,224

2019-20 Actuals

2020-21 Actuals

11,008
958,326

11,008
958,326

2021-22 Revised 2022-23 Request - 2022-23 Request Budget
V52 -No DP
V52 with DP

FTE

NA

0.50

0.50

0.00

0.50

0.50

FTE

Sum:

0.50

0.50

0.00

0.50

0.50

Performance
Measure Cd

Measure Name

NI_0076

Number of new partnerships with community groups

NA

Program total expenses for services provided to each
participant.

Measure Description or Data Limitations
*Service cost per FTE does not represent a complete
Cost Per Service
picture as we do not know what percentage of time FTE
Provided (if
Services per FTE spends on each measurable task, and not all FTE perform
available)
(if available)
the same tasks

NA

This metric does not take into account of our current
partnerships with different community groups and partners.

NA

Provided services to about 4200 participants.
Program total expenses/Number of participants/Program
433.71 number of FTE.

216.86

Neighborhood Outreach & Support
PM ID
NI_0076

Measure Title
No. new partnerships w/ groups not partners b4

Account Name
Expense

Major Object Name

PM 2019-20
Actuals

PM 2020-21
Actuals

2021-22 PM Target

PM 2021-22 YTD
Actuals

Strategic Target

31

9

6

10

6

2019-20 Actuals

2020-21 Actuals

2021-22 Revised 2022-23 Request - 2022-23 Request Budget
V52 -No DP
V52 with DP

Personnel

1,078,844

1,087,576

1,202,003

1,244,733

1,244,733

External Materials and Services

3,647,633

3,764,958

2,450,820

1,525,075

1,898,411

Internal Materials and Services

123,081

Ending Fund Balance
Expense

Sum:

Account Name

Major Object Name

107,495

132,517

-22,310

0

0

4,827,248

4,960,029

3,785,340

2019-20 Actuals

2020-21 Actuals

125,480

125,480

0
2,895,288

0
3,268,624

2021-22 Revised 2022-23 Request - 2022-23 Request V52 with DP
Budget
V52 -No DP

FTE

NA

9.20

8.46

0.00

10.25

10.25

FTE

Sum:

9.20

8.46

0.00

10.25

10.25

Performance
Measure Cd

Measure Name

Measure Description or Data Limitations
*Service cost per FTE does not represent a complete
Cost Per Service
picture as we do not know what percentage of time FTE
Provided (if
Services per FTE spends on each measurable task, and not all FTE perform
available)
(if available)
the same tasks

Program total expenses for services provided to each
district coalitions community member.

NA

157.46

Program total expenses per City of Portland's resident.

NA

Community based DCO provided services to approximately
18,000 community members.
City-run DCO provided services to approximately 13,500
community members.
Total of 31,500 members.
Program total expenses/Number of community
18.61 members/Program numbe of FTE.
City of Portland population is about 652,503.
Program total expenses/City of Portland population/Program
0.90 number of FTE.

7.60

Immigrant & Refugee
PM ID
NI_0076

Account Name

Measure Title
No. new partnerships w/ groups not partners b4

Major Object Name

PM 2019-20
Actuals

PM 2020-21
Actuals

2021-22 PM Target

PM 2021-22 YTD
Actuals

Strategic Target

31

9

6

10

6

2019-20 Actuals

2020-21 Actuals

2021-22 Revised 2022-23 Request - 2022-23 Request Budget
V52 -No DP
V52 with DP

Expense

Personnel
External Materials and Services
Internal Materials and Services

Expense

Sum:

Account Name

Major Object Name

128,825

98,949

175,677

196,412

196,412

6,409

10,837

11,550

14,625

35,402

11,863

22,545

30,924

147,097

132,330

218,151

2019-20 Actuals

2020-21 Actuals

33,105
244,142

33,105
264,919

2021-22 Revised 2022-23 Request - 2022-23 Request Budget
V52 -No DP
V52 with DP

FTE

NA

1.50

1.50

0.00

1.48

1.48

FTE

Sum:

1.50

1.50

0.00

1.48

1.48

Performance
Measure Cd

NI_0076

Measure Name

Number of new partnerships with community groups

Measure Description or Data Limitations
*Service cost per FTE does not represent a complete
Cost Per Service
picture as we do not know what percentage of time FTE
Provided (if
Services per FTE spends on each measurable task, and not all FTE perform
available)
(if available)
the same tasks

NA

Program total expenses per immigrant and refugee
resident of City of Portland.

NA

This metric does not take into account of our current
partnerships with different community groups and partners

NA

City of Portland immigrant and refugee population is about
88,088.
Program total expenses/Imigrant and refugee
1.00 population/Program number of FTE.

1.50

Youth
PM ID
NI_0076

Measure Title
No. new partnerships w/ groups not partners b4

Account Name
Expense

Major Object Name
Personnel
External Materials and Services

PM 2019-20
Actuals

PM 2020-21
Actuals

2021-22 PM Target

PM 2021-22 YTD
Actuals

Strategic Target

31

9

6

10

6

2019-20 Actuals

2020-21 Actuals

2021-22 Revised 2022-23 Request - 2022-23 Request Budget
V52 -No DP
V52 with DP

126,613

143,250

176,238

191,398

191,398

13,121

5,435

47,800

49,600

49,600

Internal Materials and Services
Expense

Sum:

Account Name

Major Object Name

10,352

9,672

36,569

150,086

158,357

260,607

2019-20 Actuals

2020-21 Actuals

40,554
281,552

40,554
281,552

2021-22 Revised 2022-23 Request - 2022-23 Request V52 with DP
Budget
V52 -No DP

FTE

NA

1.00

1.90

0.00

1.90

1.90

FTE

Sum:

1.00

1.90

0.00

1.90

1.90

Performance
Measure Cd

Measure Name

NI_0076

Number of new partnerships with community groups

NA

Youth program total expenses per youth resident in the
City of Portland.

Measure Description or Data Limitations
*Service cost per FTE does not represent a complete
Cost Per Service
picture as we do not know what percentage of time FTE
Provided (if
Services per FTE spends on each measurable task, and not all FTE perform
available)
(if available)
the same tasks

NA

This metric does not take into account of our current
partnerships with different community groups and partners

NA

Estimated City of Portland youth population is about 53,328.
Program total expenes/Youth population/Program number of
1.56 FTE.

2.97

Community Safety
PM ID

Measure Title

PM 2019-20
Actuals

PM 2020-21
Actuals

2021-22 PM Target

PM 2021-22 YTD
Actuals

Strategic Target

NI_0062

No. of CPTED assessments performed

22

4

50

18

200

NI_0090

Number of Neighbors Together Community Engagement
and Education Trainings

76

67

250

61

400

Major Object Name

2019-20 Actuals

2020-21 Actuals

Account Name
Expense

Personnel
External Materials and Services

2021-22 Revised 2022-23 Request - 2022-23 Request V52 with DP
Budget
V52 -No DP

1,104,673

1,195,219

1,006,802

1,378,496

1,378,496

4,094

23,854

22,468

21,968

21,968

Internal Materials and Services
Expense

Sum:

Account Name

Major Object Name

161,650

147,580

269,837

1,270,418

1,366,653

1,299,107

2019-20 Actuals

2020-21 Actuals

259,011
1,659,475

259,011
1,659,475

2021-22 Revised 2022-23 Request - 2022-23 Request V52 with DP
Budget
V52 -No DP

FTE

NA

12

13

0

11

11

FTE

Sum:

12

13

0

11.33

11.33

Performance
Measure Cd

Measure Name

NI_0062

No. of CPTED assessments performed

NI_0090

Number of Neighbors Together Community Engagement
and Education Trainings

NA

NA

Number of consultations provided

Program total expenses per City of Portland resident.

Measure Description or Data Limitations
*Service cost per FTE does not represent a complete
Cost Per Service
picture as we do not know what percentage of time FTE
Provided (if
Services per FTE spends on each measurable task, and not all FTE perform
available)
(if available)
the same tasks

NA

NA

3558.99

2.09

NA

This is an in-person service that was highly impacted by the
COVID-19 pandamic, and would be produce an accurate
result.

NA

This is an in-person service that was highly impacted by the
COVID-19 pandamic, and would be produce an accurate
result.
Provided 384 consultations.
Program total expenses/Number of consultation/Number of
273.77 FTE.
City of Portland population is about 652,503.
Program total expenses/City of Portland population/Program
0.16 number of FTE.

CIVIC LIFE

Account Name
Expense

Major Object Name

2019-20 Actuals

2020-21 Actuals

2021-22 Revised 2022-23 Request - 2022-23 Request Budget
V52 -No DP
V52 with DP

Personnel

7,053,277

5,888,093

6,529,974

7,118,065

7,198,137

External Materials and Services

7,169,100

8,129,857

15,013,615

6,829,626

8,775,878

Internal Materials and Services
Expense

Sum:

Account Name

Major Object Name

848,719

945,950

1,190,547

1,254,261

1,256,607

15,071,096

14,963,900

22,734,136

15,201,952

17,230,622

2019-20 Actuals

2020-21 Actuals

2021-22 Revised 2022-23 Request - 2022-23 Request V52 with DP
Budget
V52 -No DP

FTE

NA

62.70

54.83

0.00

55.60

56.60

FTE

Sum:

62.70

54.83

0.00

55.60

56.60

Performance
Measure Cd

NA

Measure Name

Bureau total expenses per City of Portland's resident.

Measure Description or Data Limitations
*Service cost per FTE does not represent a complete
Cost Per Service
picture as we do not know what percentage of time FTE
Provided (if
Services per FTE spends on each measurable task, and not all FTE perform
available)
(if available)
the same tasks

22

City of Portland population is about 652,503.
Bureau total expenses/City of Portland population/Bureau
0.40 number of FTE.

